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THE Rs OF SCHMIDT AND CHUCHIN
Fred W. Speers
To collectors of zemstvo stamps who utilize both the works of Carl Schmidt and F. Chuchin,
the frequent disparities in their respective assignments of R, RR, RRR and RRRR, to indicate degree
of rarity present a puzzling element. It is apparent these two compilers of zemstvo catalogues based
many of their judgments on differing information or used different standards.
Disparities are also found in the relative monetary valuations although, of course, Schmidt used
Reichsmarks and pfennigs and Chuchin used gold roubles and kopecks.
It should be remembered that Schmidt's work Was ·done in thTec periods, ·first in coilaboration
with A. C. Faberge, culminating in 1908 with the publication in German of a descriptive listing of the
zemstvos issued by towns and cities listed alphabetically to "K." The second period, 1909-1916, was
ended by the mounting troubles of World War I. He sadly noted in the preface to his final masterpiece: "Owing to the war interfering, futther publishing had to be stopped and the last two chapters
(sections would probably be a better word) fell sacrifice to the revolution."
He continued: "In 1930 I decided to finish this work," but economic conditions prevented it being
published in print Referring to his larger work, he wrote in its preface, dated October of 193Z, that
he had decided to use the typewriter to put down the knowledge "collected during many years." That
is why only typewritten carbon copies or photostats of the pages of the larger work are available (and
quite expensive, too). His slender volume cataloguing the Berlin Museum's holdings appeared in print
in 1934. So the third period covered 1930-1934.
Chuchin's catalogue was published in 1925. Its preface is dated July of that year. Naturally,
the real value of the monetary units each catalogue used fluctuated considerably during the nearly 30
years that elapsed between Schmidt starting his work and finishing it in 1934. It is uncertain how much
up-dating of valuations in the 1908 volume he did, though it is apparent he did some for the larger work
and retained the revised valuations in the Museum catalogue. It seems reasonable to assume
that Schmidt's valuations in his completed works were based on the real value of the Reichsmark during
the time of the Weimar Republic.
I believe that the real value of the Reichsmark of the Weimar Republic was below that of the
German mark under Kaiser Wilhelm II. Consequently, one might suspect that if Schmidt did not
revise all his 1908 figures the valuation figures from Laishev (where he resumed in 1930) would tend to
run somewhat higher than those ending with Kuzetsk. A quick run-down of Schmidt's "Schatzungpreise" or valuations tends to confirm this suspicion.
In Chuchin's case there is no apparent comparable division. The Soviet Union stabilised its
currency by adopting the gold standard in March, 1924, thus giving Chuchin a fairly steady "yardstick"
for the evaluations in his work published the following year.
Before turning to the matter of the R,s, it should be noted that Chuchin, in preparing his catalogue,
did not have access to Schmidt's complete works but only the Schmidt-Faberge volume of 1908. On
the other hand, when Schmidt resumed his work in 1930 he had access to Chuchin's entire volume and
he offers many citations from it in his monumental "Grosser Schmidt." For that matter, in that work
Schmidt also gives credit to Moens, Herrick, Gibbons (the catalogue of 1896), several philatelic publications and, of course, the work he published earlier with Faberge. Presumably, Chuchin had access
· to all these works except for publications later than 1924. Chuchin does in fact mention Moens, Herrick
and Gibbons and quite correctly terms them obsolete.
Curiously, neither Schmidt nor Chuchin mentions the remarkable "Illustrated Catalogue of
Postage Stamps" by Dr. John Edward Gray, published in London in its sixth edition in 1875. That
edition devotes 35 of its more than 500 pages to zemstvos with many excellent illustrations, although,
as is the case with Herrick's work, it does not give valuations.
Turning to the Rs as seen through the eyes (or spectacles) of Schmidt and Chuchin, a couple
of glaring inconsistencies may be noted. For example, the 1889 No. 1 stamp of Ustyuzhna in Novgorod
Government is listed by Schmidt as RRRR. Chuchin lists it as R. Both agree on the year of issue, a
point upon which they frequently disagree in other instances. Both agree on it being a 3 kopeck black
on coloured paper. Schmidt calls it a rose yellow paper and Chuchin calls it a rose orange paper.
Schmidt, who rates his RRRR classification as meaning one to three stamps known, identifies this particular stamp as being known unused in only a single copy. But, referring to used copies, Schmidt
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assigns each of them an RR rating with the parenthetical notation that 12 such copies are known. (For
the record, Schmidt rated RRR as 4 to 8 copies and Ras 16 to 25 copies).
If Schmidt's two figures-one and 12-were added together, Chuchin could be said to·
have assigned his R to a stamp of which at least 13 copies were known. This, then, would be even more
restrictive than Schmidt's figure of 16 (to 25) for the R classification. Chuchin himself has given no
clue as to how he assigned his Rs. It is noteworthy though that his catalogue appears to have many
more single R ratings than does that of Schmidt and not so many ratings with multiple Rs.
The highest non-R valuation Schmidt assigns to a stamp is 300 Reichsmarks. He put that value
on his Ryazan No. 19 2 kopeck olive yellow postage-due stamp of 1877. This apparently is
Chuchin's No. 14 (which he describes as greenish yellow) and he assigns it an R rating.
For a little more confusion, one can turn to the stamps of Tambov which conveniently (for the
purposes of this article) issued only three stamps. Both Schmidt and Chuchin agree that Tampov's
first stamp, a 3 kopeck value, rates RRRR. The second one, issued a year later in 1871, is valued by
Schmidt at 5 Reichsmarks and by Chuchin at 2 roubles, probably not too far apart at the then rate of
exchange. But Tambov's final stamp-3 kopecks lilac issued in 1872-is valued at 100 Reichsmarks
by Schmidt and is rated R by Chuchin. Notice how this situation compares with the Ryazan example
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
It is interesting to note in passing that the Gibbons catalogue of 1896 does not price the first two
Tambov stamps but puts a valuation of 20 shillings on No. 3. Gray's catalogue, published three years
before the shutting down of the Tambov zemstvo post, does ·n~t mention No. 3 but describes and illustrates Nos. 1 and 2 (without valuations). It then adds this interesting note: "The·presence of a beehive
on the Shatsk (also in Tambov Government) and Tambov stamps is explained by the fact that bee-keeping
is very general in the province, and, together with sheaves of corn, is an emblem of the fertility of the
province which is situated in the south of Russia." (Of the other three zemstvo-issuing towns in Tambov
Government, only some stamps of Morshansk depicted a beehive).
Reverting to the subject of valuations, it appears from the relatively few specific instances described here that even fewer generalities can be adduced. It may be said, for example, that if both Schmidt
and Chuchin agree that a stamp is of the utmost scarcity that estimate will quite possibly be reflected
in similar R ratings.
There are exceptions to this, of course, as in the case of Ustyuzhna, as cited above, and notably
also in the case of Poltava. Of the 151 Poltava stamps catalogued by Schmidt no less than 27 carry
ratings of R or RR (none higher). In Chuchin's listing, covering some 155 stamps (including a few
fiscals), there is not a single R or higher rating. The subject of Poltava is, as has been noted by other
commentators in this field, one that presents many unanswered questions, particularly concerning the
degree of scarcity of its surcharged issues.
Another generality which it appears safe to state is that my scanning of the lowest and cheapest
Schmidt and Chuchin valuations has uncovered no instance in which one gives a very low value and
the other a very high one to the same stamp. It may be practical only to use their numbers in relation
to other numbers appearing in the respective authors' works.
·
It has been my observation that Schmidt's evaluations are most commonly used by knowledgeable
dealers in pricing their own stock. Leaving aside any reference to the Poltava sections, I would be
inclined to assess the evaluations of Schmidt on a scale of RR and those of Chuchin as R.
THE FINNISH POSTAL MUSEUM
Ronald P. Knighton

In 1969 I was again able to visit the Finnish Postal Museum in Helsinki. It is divided into two
entirely different sections, one dealing with stamps, covers and postmarks and the other, situated on a
higher floor of the same building, containing a selection of early telegraph and telephone equipment.
The name of the museum is 'Posti ja lennatin museo', meaning Post and Telegraph Museum. This latter
section includes uniforms, old post boxes, notices and a wealth of material showing the development
of the post and telegraphic services in Finland. To return to that part of the museum showing stamps,
one finds it is divided into a display of all the world (a collection which fills· one room), and the main
section which relates to Finland only. In my eagerness to see the Finnish section I quickly passed the
other countries but did notice in passing a strong section of Danzig.
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The stamps and postal history of Finland are a joy to see. One day I was permitted to go to
the museum when it was closed to the public, and could spend as long as I wanted looking at the items
which appealed to me most. A few points of history must be remembered: Finland was a province
of Sweden until 1809, it had the same rights as all other provinces of Sweden. A hand-drawn map now
in the Danish Postal Museum shows the post routes in Sweden and Finland in the year 1698. The
postal system continued to be administered from Stockholm until 1808, when by the Treaty of Hamina,
Finland passed to Russia to become an Autonomous Grand Duchy. It remained so until 1917 when
it tecame an Independent Sovereign Republic, and continues to remain so. The earliest stampless
letters to be seen included the strike of Stockholm in a scroll, circa 1700, on a letter addressed to Finland other pre-adhesive covers follow with the straight line cancellation showing the name in Russian
characters. The postal stationery section is unique; in 1958 Herra Kukkonen, the First Secretary,
General Director of Post-s-and Telegraphs in Finland, wrote "This section contains the museum's most
precious possessions; the stationery is the largest and most complete in existence." The 1845 Porto
Stempel 10 kop black, so well known from pictures but not so often seen in collections, was· in abundance-about fifty of these envelopes, unused and used gave the opportunity to see the slight differences
in printing. These were followed by three copies of the 20 kop red. They are the gre:ttest Finnish
rareties. In 1850 envelopes took the oval design that was to te used for the first adhesives in 1856. The
colours of these both the 5k and 10k v~.ry more than the catalogues state. The reds going to quite a
dark shade and the blues to a slate blue shade. Here as with later issues, reprints were shown for comparison. One of the 10k had a clear double impression, and one could see .how varying pressures in
printing affected the frame lines. Interesting too, wc:-e the envelopes with tt.e oval stamp on the flap
and the later rectangular 5k or 10k on the front. Covers followed the sequence shown in the catalogues
and were enlivened by good postmarks-T.P.O. 'sand cork cancellations. Collectors of postal stationery
know how helpful it is to have used postcards as so often the senders address determines the place of
origin when the postmark does not show .it. (As in the case of cork cancellations, T.P.O.'s or when
only an arrival strike has teen applied). The museum collections have great strength in this section.
The first type 1871 is easy to distinguish as it is the only one to have the heading KORRESPONDANSKORT printed in a curve. This type and the subsequent ones are shown with all the differences of wording and styles of lettering together with the various coloured papers.
The issue of 1875/8 is made complicated for the collector by the wording at the bottom of the
cards being written in different forms. One type has "Talia puolella .... ," three types have "Talia
puolelle .... " and this colllbined with the word "Ainoastansa" on two types," and "Ainoastaan" on
the other two, and the "F" in the Russian form of Finland being in two forms of lettering makes it slow
work collecting all types. .Catalogues also list about half a dozen different shades of colour too! The
line of printing that gives rise to all these differences is a statement that only the address must be written
on that side.
Before going into a second room there is a large wall frame of Russian stationery used in Finland. The second room contains adhesives; mint, used, pairs, blocks and covers beginning with No. 1.
Whether it is the shade, the colour, the type of paper or just the general appearance that one wants to
see, all is there for examination. After the oval and the serpentine roulcttcd stamps the ever popular
8p green of 1871 is found in blocks of four. The 3.50R and 7R, top values of the 1891 issue are there
in complete sheets, and complete mint sheets too, of the 1901 lOM, and the much scarcer l0M, 1912
issues. One cover stands out-lOM of 1885 on a commercial cover sent to Sweden (most of these high
values offered for sale in the U.K. have fiscal postmarks).
One expects to find modern stamps complete in a museum, and this is the case here, but it was
unexpected to see the Vaasa issue in imperf blocks of four, even the 5 Mark value, and where else can
one see the Karelian Bear stamps genuinely used on covers'!
Around the walls of this room six frames show stamps with cork cancellations. At first glance
one thinks that more could be shown until closer examination reveals that the commoner types
are omitted, leaving the more unusual ones. The remainder of the room has an extensive collection of
ship stamps and ship cancellations on ordinary postage stamps. Collectors who are interested in this
side of Finnish philately will be familiar with the pictorial design of a ship, with or without a frame, but
less frequently obtained are those cancellations which give the name of the ship, such as Aino, Alli, /Ima,
Salo, etc., some adding the name of the port to which the steamer belonged. Different sizes and styles
of lettering together with the covers make this display outstanding.
For collectors who prefer stamps to postmarks, yet another room is a treasure-house of items
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from the beginning of this century. Specialised catalogues of Finland illustrate proofs made up in
miniature sheet form; two proofs in a perf. sheet with sixteen blanks, and later, after 1917, one proof
set in the centre of a sheet of 49 blanks. Many such sheets are included in this display and by the time
one reaches the Republican era there are artist's original sketches, enlarged drawings with amendments
and alterations, and one goes stage by stage from approved designs in hand-painted colours, through
proofs and colour-trials to the issued stamp.
And finally, to a collection that only a museum could possess-the actual 'cancellers' used from
1812. The earliest are the straight line metal strikes in Cyrillic characters, followed by the long narrow
rectangular ones giving the town name and date, used from 1844, then the broader rectangles and the
many circular types. One cancellation, a circle enclosing a neat grid is shown, a device that is always
listed among cork cancellations; with it is the canceller which made this postmark-it is made of metal.
Books of Finnish postmarks usually illustrate a Finnish Field Post cancellation of 1855. "Fin Polev
Potcht" in Russian characters, the maker .of this strike is ,shown and nearby the maker .of "UNZUR
FRANC," a strike in the German language meaning Insufficiently Paid. In an earlier section of the
museum is a cover of 1875 sent to Nystad bearing such a strike. The original dies of the first issue of
the oval stamps are also in this section.
A catalogue of the museum's. contents is to be ~repared. . l have been toJd this in two consecutive
years. When it does appear it will enable collectors to know more of the treasures waiting to be seen
in Helsinki.
DIAMOND JUBILEE YEAR CONGRESS-June 24th - 27th, 1969
This Congress held in Bristol, organised solely by the Executive to mark the Diamond Jubilee,
will be especially remembered by members of the B.S.R.P. as the year when two of their most distinguished colleagues received recognition for their valuable services to Philately.
Michel Liphschutz of Paris attended to sign the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists, an honour
richly deserved for his many contributions to the,study and enjoyment of our hobby. M. A. Bojanowicz
signed the Roll at Brighton in 1966, was elected a Member of the Executive, an office which he will fill
with his usual skill and charm.
After the elections on Friday one of your delegates (C. C. H.) found himself again a member of
the "Membership," "Social" and "Standing Orders Sub Committee," thus giving our Society a splendid
opportunity to play its part in the management and conduct of affairs for the well being of Philately.
Under the Chairmanship of B. Barker all the Business Sessions were conducted in such a smooth
and easy manner that a maximum amount of Work •was dorie in a very happy atmosphere.
Four resolutions were down for discussion, item No 3, the one by Oskar Winter being withdrawn
at the proposer's request. The resolutions affecting alterations to the Rules for the Board of Election
and the Melville Memorial Competition were accepted as were the four sections of the Leicester P. S.
resolutions.
The resolution put forward by the London & Provincial Stamp Club was defeated by a large
majority.
Members will be pleased to hear that the "Congress of Great Britain supports and upholds as
well as assists in the deliberations of policies made by F. I. P." The President, Monsieur Lucien Berthelot attended Congress and received a formal invitation for the Annual F. I. P. Congress to come to Britain
in 1970 immediately after Philympia clos.es.
The Russian Study Circle, under the able and witty Chairmanship of our Society's Chief Delegate,
Mr. C. C. Handford, held on Thursday evening, 26th June was most interesting and enjoyable, and
would have been even more so had M. Liphschutz been able to arrive in Bristol that evening.
Attending were: A. J.C. Aikman, B. Lucas, T. E. Smith and Col. Napier of the Persian Society,
Mrs. Emonet of Bath P.S. and members Dr; A. H. Wortman, I. L. G. Baillie, E. C. Combridge, C. C.
Handford and John Lloyd.
Col. Napier showed and discoursed on his Gen. Bicherakov bi-lingual Russo-Persian censors.
C. C. Handford showed Local Covers, Dr. Wortman showed among very nice items some beautiful
Octagonal Railway Cancellations. E. C. Combridge showed miscellaneous philatelic items and John
Lloyd, Official Markings of the Pre-Adhesive and early Imperial period.
During the dancing that followed the Banquet I foun'il a quiet corner where, undisturbed except
by the noise made by the band, with Michel Liphschutz as companion, a delightful time was spent. This
was the highlight of the evening for one person at least, but like all good things it was all too brief. May
there tc others to follow.
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RUSSIAN F.P.O.s FOR THE POLISH FORCES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
.M . A. Bojanowicz and A. Droar
PART II

On official mail, usually stampless, the Polish military and civil authorities adopted the use of the
Polish Eagle; this eagle motif varies considerably and very many types exist. On a letter from the Polish
Embassy in Koustani dated 20.7.42 to the Commandant of the Garrison Hospital at Schachrijabs the
Polish Eagle motif is used in this manner. Mail from abroad is rarely seen; such a cover is known, however, from the Polish Chief Post Office 101, which was situated at Reehobeth, Palestine (29.5.42 to
27.10.42) dated 17.6.42 franked with the thi.r d G.B. adhesive. This cover is addressed to the
Soviet Union via Eifles, Caucasus,
Uzbekistan near Kitab,
Post Box 210,
Military Hospital,
Kristkovo Kristiva.

This cover was passed to the British Field Post Office 148 on 19.6.42, where it was examined at the Base
Censor Office and endorsed; the Jett.er was then passed to.Censor No. 303, who applied his .own personal
hand-stamp No. 21. The letter then travelled via Moscow where it received the date stamp 17.7.42
and the Military censor double-circle type and finally arrived at the Polish Field Post Office No. 3002
on 6.8.42, where it also received the Polish censor triangular mark code "2" at apex and "B.C." at base
Transit time-fifty days, which under the circumstances and the route taken appe:us to be reasonable.
Kermine was the G.H.Q. of the 7th Polish Infantry Division and is situated on the railway between
Bohkara and Samarkand and had a population of 4,700 in .1932. The earliest recorded date is to be
found on a money order counterfoil dated 16.3.42 from Kermine Station, Post Box 35/E.
The single circle Soviet Field Post Office No. 3,003 was allotted to this office; serial letters 'a' and 'b'
-recorded.
Only one cover is known where this was used as a forwarding mark. This cover is from Polish
Postal Station No. 3,003/Box No. 23 dated 13.6.42 and is addressed to Jacobad Post Box 210. There
is no Polish censor marking, but it has the usual Soviet military three line censorship mark reading
"Seen/Military Censor/Vy20 applied at Jacobad. The Polish military censor triangular markings con-sisted of Type I with the code letter "Z" at apex and in Type II the numeral "3." Much of the correspondence to the Division went to "Post Box No. 35."
Guzar was the G.H.Q. of the Army Training School. The town is some sixty miles south of
Samarkand, population 2,000 in 1939, and is on the railway linking Bokhara and Schachrijabs. The
Soviet Field Post Office No. 3,004 was aliocated to it, but ordinary Soviet hand-stamps were used prior
to its being received. No copy of this Soviet Field Post Office No. 3,004 has been seen.
Polish censor mark Type I exists with the code letter "K" at apex in black or violet and all are
-recorded with the censor's signature in the centre. This would appear to have been a normal requirement but it is only at Guzar where it was practiced. This office also had a special type of triangular
•censor mark reading in three lines
B.C.K./Military Censor K
/day
/signature
of which only one copy has been seen on the earliest dated cover from this office 24.3.42 (Fig. 9).
Type II of the Polish triangular censor mark had the numeral "4" at the apex.
Field Post Office No. 3,005 was at one time believed not to exist, although recorded. Some
few examples have since come to light. "No. 3,005" was actually allocated to the Army Organisation
Officers Training Centre at Vrevskaya, a small town south of Jangi-Jul. All mail from this office went
through the normal Soviet post office and bears the Vrevskaya hand-stamp.
All postal lists, while recording the previoµs mentioned Postal numbers, always refer to Vrevskaya by name and not by number. It was not until we came into possession of a postal list from·Fjeld
Post Office No. 3,003 (Kermine) do we realise the scarcity of this number but also No. 3,004 (Guiar).
In this list No. 3,000, 3,001, 3,002, 3,003 are recorded for 26.6.42 and for 3.7.42 but Vrevskaya is only
mentioned by name. However, on the same list for 10.7.42 Vrevskaya is changed to No. 3,005, so it is
presumed that this office received the hand-stamp later than the others (the same applies to Guzar) and
hence its .scarcity.
BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 44
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Although the hand-stamp was later in arriving, earlier documents rcfo, to this as "Field Post
Office No. 3,005" in manuscript as evidenced from a money order receipt dated 29.5.42.
An unidentified "Polish Postal Station 3,008/18" is recorded on a money orcer counterfoil from
Akmolinsk dated 1.7.42 received at " Field Post Office No. 3,003" Kerminc 4.8.42.
It may have teen the intention to extend the Soviet Field Post Office ser)e3 to other districts~
indeed this might have been put into operation but for circumstances and impending transfor of troop~
to the Near East before it could te brought into practice.

U.S.S.R.
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The unnumbered series:
(1) Chok-Pak: South Kazakstan. It was here that the 8th Polish Infantry Division was stationed. Censor Code letter "R" was used as in Type I. Earliest recorded date 15.2.42.
(2) Margalan: a town of 44,327 in 1926 and is situated a few miles north of the station at Gorchekovo, which is a junction on a railway spur to Ferghana and Kizil Kyra. Gorchekovo had a population of 563 and units of the 9th Polish Infantry Division covered both Margalan and Gorchekovo, henre
letters often found addressed Margalan/Station Gorchekovo or Station Gorchekovo/Margalan. The
code letter "J" was used in the Polish censor mark Type I and the earliest recorded date is on a letter
from a soldier of the 10th Corps. of Cavalry No. 5 dated 16.2.42.
(2a) Gorchekovo: naturally some letters of the above would be addressed to Gorchekovo and
all are of early dates 29.1.42. Reference as for Margalan.
(3) Lugova and Lugova Station were the headquarters of the 10th Polish Infantry Division.
The town is on the railway between Djambul and Alma-Ata (Frunze) and had a population of 2,000
in 1948. Censor code letter " S" was used as for Type I.
(4) Kasaru : a small town twelve miles north east ofOsh in Ferghana Province with a population
of 2,000 in 1939. This small town was the headquarters of the Polish Artillery no markings are recorded
during this period.
(5) Otar: a small town 90 miles west of Alma-Ata (Frunze) population 2,000 in 1948, and was
the G .H.Q. of the 1st Polish Cavalry. No postal markings are known.
(6) Veliki-Alexandrova: a village forty-five miles south west of Tashkent on the Trans-Caspian
Railway had a population of 500 in 1947 and was G.H.Q. of Polish Army Communications Centre.
The only record document is a military pass for a Lance-Corporal G . E. Kara of the 1st regiment of
signals who was stationed there 1.6.42.
(7) Kitab: a town sixty miles east-north-east of Karshi and three miles north-east of the railhead at Schachrijabs, having a population of 8,600 in 1932. This was the Central Post Office depot.
Very little material from this place is known. The earliest mention is on a money-order counterfoil
dated 23.3.42 and the only cover bears a two-line cachet in violet reading: "Postal Depot No. 1 Kitab."
Page 8
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Complete list of numbered and unnumbered F.P.O.s used with location and censor marks:
Location
Unit
F.P.O.
Censor Type I
Censor Type II
Jangi-Jul
G.H.Q.
No. 3000
C
0
B
1
Djalal-Abad
5th Infantry
No. 3001
Division
Schachrijabs
No. 3002
6th Infantry
M
2
Division
Kermine
7th Infantry
No. 3003
z
3
Division
Chok-Pak
8th Infantry
R
Division
Margalan
9th Infantry ·
J
Division
Lugova
10th Infantry
s
Division
Army Training
Guzar
No. 3004
K
4
Centre
Vrevskaya
Officers' School
No. 3005
Training Centre
Artillery
Kasaru
Cavalry
-Otar
Communication
VelikiAlexandrov
Kitab
Postal Depot
Up to this period all mail had to be addressed bi-lingually, i.e. Russian and Polish and was subject
to Soviet censorship as well as Polish. The next phase soon became apparent, the Polish Army units
became desirous of having their own hand-stamp to cancel mail instead of the usual Soviet Field Post
·Office hand-stamp and as a consequence to become independent of the Soviet Postal Authorities as
well as being free from Soviet censor restrictions. Therefore, concurrently with the establishment of
divisional G.H.Q. a special hand-stamp was put into use exclusively for official mail. This was used
either as a forwarding or as a receiving mark. The special feature of this hand-stamp was that the
wording was entirely in Polish and not, as was the previous practice, in Russian. The hand-stamp con·sisted of an outer hexagonal ring with "POCZTA K POLSKA" /Polish Post. The "K" probably denoted
the code of the Divisional Headquarters, in this case Guzar, as indicated in type I of the triangular censor
mark series.
It is possible that similar hand-stamps, but differing in the code letter, were to have been introduced. for the various Field Post Offices; therefore other code letters should exist .but none have been
recorded or seen.
In the centre of the inner circle in four lines is the legend POLSKIE/Sily Zbrojre/W/Z.S.S.R.
"Polish Armed Forces in the U.S.S.R." (Fig. 8)
There is no date on the hand-stamp. Two official letter fronts illustrate the use of this handstamp and there is one cancelling two Soviet adhesives on piece and one on a postillreceipt.
(1) From Guzar Post Box 215 dated 16/2/42.
(2) From Guzar to Chok-Pak Post Box l dated 19/3/42, but with the extension of the Soviet
Field Post Offices series of numbers this type of cancel was apparently considered premature and not
proceeded with.
A new double circle type was introduced about the beginning of May 1942 which superceded
the previous and was in more universal usage. (Fig. 10)
The outer circle was 35 mm. diameter and the inner circle 21.5 mm. diameter; between the inner
and outer circle was the abbreviation "D.TWO.POL. SK.ZBR w Z.S.R.R." (Dowodztwo Polskich Sil
Zbrojonych w Z.S.R.R.) (G.H.Q. Polish Armed Forces in the U.S.S.R."). Between the last "R" and
the first "D" is the numeral "l" between asterisks.
Above the central bridge are the words "GLOWNA/POCZTA" in two lines (Chief Post Office)
and below the central bridge "POLOWA" (Polish). The date was inserted by hand.
This date stamp was allocated to all Divisional Headquarters and the following list records earliest
date of usage where known.
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POCZTA POLOWA 3000
ADRESAT WYJECHA-t

nDAEBA51

~

n04TOBAfl ~
CTAH1J)151 ~ ·

z TRANSPORTEM N.'L ..... .
doia ............. do ................ .

i

N..f. ................. .

POCZTA POLOWA O,ORG.A
ZSSR
3

TA77SZC1EWO 5AR

OOPi:.ACIC

it~ o-.
·142 ex::

.l)Z/Af.At-ABAP

J.IT. G

5

7

6

10

Postal markings on Polish Forces' mail. 1, Polish Field Post 3000/addressee left/with transport No .. ..... /
day . ... /to. . . . 1, Field/Post/Station/ No.. . . . 3, Polish Field Post/ USSR. 4, Totsk Camp. 5, Ti1ttschevo Camp No. 1, 6, Tatischevo. 7, Postage-due mark of Djalal-Abad Station. 8, Polish Armed Forces
in USSR. 9, Guzar censor mark. 10, G.H.Q., Polish Armed Forces in USSR. For figs. 4-7 see pp. 6
and 8 of Part 1 (B.J.R.P. No. 43).
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Jangi-Jul
15/5/42
Scharachrijabs
27/5/42
Kermine
24/6/42
Guzar
18/7/42
Vrevskaya
18/7/42
Kasaru
8/7/42
Veliki-Alexandrova
18/5/42
Colour used was always blue.
Sundry Field Post Office markings found on Polish Forces' mail of this period are illustrated
in Figs. 1-3.
In June 1942 a proposal was made to issue an adhesive postage stamp and Colonel K. Wisnicwsko,
the Army Quartermaster of the Polish Armed Forces in the U.S.S.R. gave orders for the production of
such a stamp. It was decided to select a design by way of competition. This competition was a keen
one and many entries were submitted. Three unadopted designs by R. Zbigniew consist of the values
1, 3 and 5, each with a typical Polish design. All had the legend "POCZTA POLSKA W Z.S.R.R."
(Polish Post in the U.S.S.R.) in the top tablet, 'but the base tablet varied as:
lR had "OBOZ WPW SRODOWEJ AZJI 1942"
3R had "ARMIA POLSKA W SKODOWEJ AZJI 1942"
5R had "ORZEL BIALY W MASZU PO POLSKIE 1942"
But a ,design submitted under a pseudonym was finally adopted. The theme of the stamp was
to be "DOJDZIEMY" (We Shall Return), but because of political complications this had to be abandoned. Proofs, however, were made and exist in black/blue and red/green.
Subsequently, action was taken to implement the previous suggestion, so finally the Quartermaster General gave a new order dated 13th August, 1932 to proceed with printing, after a new design
had been approved by the Commander-in-Chief. The basic part of this adhesive stamp was still to be
"DOJDIZEMY" (We Shall Return), but the main general design was in three sections with a frame
above and one below. The R/H and L/H panels typified the vastness of the Northern Tundra (L/H
panel) as well as the great expanse of desert in the U.S.S.R. (R/H panel). The central panel consisted
of a background displaying the "White Eagle" against which is a silhouette of a soldier liberated from
a prison-camp to formulate the new Polish Army. In the top frame are the words "POCZTA POLSKA
W Z.S.R.R." (Polish Post in the U.S.S.R.) and in the bottorri L/H side of the frame the date 1941/1942
in two lines and in the bottom R/H side of the frame is the value (50K.); in between these and below
the central theme is the word "DO.JDZIEMY" (We Shall Return).
The size of the vignette is 46 x 28 mm. and it was printed in dark brown on paper obtained from
the Soviet Printing Establishment at Jangi-Jul. They were printed tete-beche, ungummed, with vertical
imitation perforation 11 ¼and were imperforate horizontally and vertically on the outer edges. Actual
printing was carried out on pedal operated machine from a single die produced by Cpl. Polkowski whose
initial "P" is to be found in the frame above the value tablet.
The total number of stamps produced was 3,017 and the enterprise was completed on the 18th
August, 1942. It is established that of the entire stock printed only 263 were sold, of which about 50
were actually used.
On the 21st August, 1942 the evacuation of all Polish Armed Forces in this region took place
and the last post-office closed was Jangi-Jul on the 20th August, 1942. All other post-offices were closed
on the 8th August, 1942.
One entire with this adhesive cancelled with Polish double circle bridge type II is addressed from
Jangi-Jul to Kermine. This cover also bears the two lined hand-stamp "GLOWNA POCZTA
POLOWA/PAKSIE 2br w Z.S.R.R."
A complete sheet was signed by General Wisniewsko.
The Polish Army having left for lrak via Persia, there was no further use for these adhesives.
These adhesives are some.times found used in conjunction with those of the Soviet Union. As
the total printing was small, prestige value in their issue was obviously of paramount importance. It
is also possible that by issuing this adhesive stamp the Soviet Authorities could quickly identify mail
passing to and from these Polish Divisional Post Offices without having recourse to examine the Soviet
Field Post Office hand-stamp.
Finally, the master die was effaced and the entire stock of these adhesive stamps was accounted
for by a special committee who attested to the following:
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Number of stamps printed
3,017
263
Sold in the U.S.S.R. from 18th to 21st August, 1942
Donated to Allied Nationals
92
128
Lost
Remaining in Military Archives as a reserve not to be used
131
Remainder
2,403
WR&W.S~A-JA-

II

12

13

16

15

14

17

18

Postal markings on Polish Forces' mail. ll, 15, Vrevskaya. 12, Guzar.
Schachrijabs. 16, 18, Djalal-Abad. 11, F.P.O. No. 3002.
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13, F.P.O. No. 3001.

14,
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It was also found that 396 were damaged so that altogether there are only 2,007 adhesive stamps
in reasonably good condition.
This brings us to a point in our survey of the activities of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. The
Headquarters of this army at Jangi-Jul was as stated closed on the 20th August, 1942. Three days later
the great German advance eastward came to a halt, the assault was about to begin with Stalingrad as
the prize (the result of which we now know was one of the great turning points in history). It was at
this juncture that the newly equipped Polish Army began its movement westward across Iran, via Ashkabad and Krasnoyarsk to Palestine and Egypt, there to link up with the main allied forces, who were
to sweep across North Africa and eventually to land on European soil again in Italy.
It has been said that "History teaches us that we learn nothing from history" (G. B. Shaw). Be
that as it may, the fact that communication between man and man in whatever adversity they may be
surrounded, is enough to evoke the thought ·that history is made every day by all sorts of people in all
sorts of ways and not the least of these in the correspondence that passes between them.

THE THREE TRIANGLES EKSPEDITSIYA MARKINGS
Dr. A. H. Wortman

Dr. Ceresa, in his article in the last number of our Journal, thinks that these are censor markings.
In my opinion this is quite wrong.
It does seem likely, from what he says, that his cover illustrated on p.18 was opened
for some reason and then re-sealed and a se:1ling-wax seal stamped "Moskovskii Pochtamt" added, but
if this was done for censoring why does the seal impression not include the word "Censor" as did all
those used a few years earlier? On the other hand it must not be assumed from the messy appearance
of the flaps of covers of this period that they were opened. Any old envelopes, even home-made ones,
were used and the gum was poor or non-existent. They had to be sealed with whatever gum was available. Examination of covers in my possession shows that in some cases they definitely were not opened;
stamps stuck all over the edges of the flap have not been disturbed at all. It may be that occasionally some zealous or suspicious commissar did it unofficially, but as it would have been a most time<:<>nsuming process it could not have occurred very often and I am sure it had no connection with the
three triangles handstamp.
At a later period, and when envelopes were still poor, a special handstamp was used to say that
the cover was re-sealecJ in the post office. It is relevant to discuss this here because collectors have said
that this also was a form of censorship but it seems doubtful without some other evidence. Furthermore I have one cover addressed to Mr. Perno of Bournemouth with one of our own Post Office labels
saying "Found open or damaged and officially secured." The Southbourne, Bournemouth cancellation
on the label is 24 DE 31 and the cancellation of origin Moscow 19.12.31, thus no appreciable delay and
I am sure there was no censoring by our Post Office although in this instance too collectors have said
that there was. Censoring would have been done at the G.P.O., London and not Southbourne.
The Moscow special handstamp is on another cover from the Perno correspondence and reads in
French: "Received at Moscow with the flaps badly stuck. Employee .......... " The Moscow can<:ellation is 18.5.31. A cover from Leningrad has a cancellation of 30.5.36 and the cachet, also in French,
reads "Received at Leningrad damaged with the flaps of the envelope badly stuck." It is addressed to
a private individual in London. So badly stuck flaps were common up to at least the middle of 1936.
My argument against the censorship theory is:
1. There is no proof of general opening of covers as one would expect for censoring.
2. No interval of days or weeks is seen between the three triangles markings and other
postmarks. In my experience almost every cover shows an interval of one day only.
3. The weightiest argument of all is that this marking occurs on Money Transfers Forms.
Dr. Ceresa quotes one under the heading MILITARY POST OFFICE No. D. Censoring these forms?
These suspicions about clandestine opening .o f letters are leading us away from the true explanation which is to be found by considering the postal conditions prevailing at the time and studying the
large amount of material which we now have.
As we know, covers of 1919 are very scarce because of unsettled conditions and with fighting
still going on. By the middle of 1920 things were settling down and people began to write; J 921 covers
are not so scarce and in 1922 there is a flood of correspondence. As the volume of correspondence grew
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new sorters were taken on in post offices whose personnel had dwindled away during the revolution.
former ekspeditsiyii were re-organised or new ekspeditsiya sections formed in existing post offices and
a new series of handstamps was issued. The markings seen all come from the big cities, or important
intersections of mail routes or ports used for the despatch of mail abroad.
So they are simply, as most of them indicate by the abbreviation EKSPED., forwarding office
marks. As for the Moscow ovals, I still think, as I suggested in my original article in B.J.R.P. No. 35
of October 1964 that the forwarding office which used them was situated in a railway station; this was
possibly the Kazan Station from which a branch-line joined the Nikolai Railway to St. Petersburg and
a branch from this line in Moscow joined the line to the West and to the Baltic ports. This guess is
supported by the fact that there is now an enormous twelve-storey post office there. It is illustrated
in RAZVITIE SVIAZI V SSSR (The Development of Communications in the U.S.S.R.) Moscow 1967
with the caption PRIZHELIEZNODOROZHNI POCHTAMT NA KAZANSKOM VOKZALE which
may be translated "Intra-Railway General Post-Office in Kazan Station."
I can add the following to the list of these markings already given.
There was an earlier type of the ARKHANGELSK mark, which has smaller lettering and reads
ARKHANGELSK EKSPED. I have it on a postcard with ARKHANGELSK cancellation 16.6.20
and the Ekspeditsiya marking of the following day clearly struck as one would expect from a new handstamp. The postcard is registered and addressed to George Russell, a well-known philatelist in New
Zealand. I happen to know that George is still with us, as we correspond occasionally. The message
on the card is in English and gives us some interesting information:
"Dear Friend,
I received your letter on Feb. 22nd when Archangel was just occupied by Red Soviet
Forces but I was unable to reply as there was no communications with abroad. Now I
am glad to welcome you in the restoration of the peaceful times. No new stamps are in
use in Russia now but old stamps are increased in value 100 times value without any overprint. This card costs not 7 kop. but 7 roubles."
It would thus seem that the three triangles marking was first used in ARKHANGELSK in June
1920. May dates are known for other towns, for example Rossica No. 74 illustrates one of Rostov
on Don dated 8.5.20 (p.68). On the same page examples from NOVOCHERKASSK and TULA are
illustrated.
Tiflis is not the only town with the name in Georgian. I have BATUM 1.12.22 on a cover to
Berlin.
Two covers addressed internally give us two more towns. RYAZAN 23.11.21 on a cover from
YERAKHTUR RYAZ. addressed to RYAZAN and VORONEZH GUB. 26.11.21 on a cover to
ORGEEV in Bessarabia. Both are franked with Control stamps. It may be of interest to note that
another internal cover which I have and which is partly franked with a Contrnl stamp .is from NIKOPOL
EKAT. to KARLOVKA POLT. Postmarks of both these places are on the cover but without any
three triangles marking. This supports my theory, both these towns being too smaU to have new or
newly-organised Ekspeditsyii.
Just for the record, too, I would mention another cover franked with Control stamps and addressed
to Berlin, but these stamps were not valid for postage abroad, and there is a T mark for postage due.
The cover originated in KHARTSIZSKAYA DON. and has a PETROGRAD EKSPED. three triangles in violet. The T for postage due is also in violet and put on by the Petrograd Ekspeditsiya but
I would not deduce from this that checking correct postage is the meaning of the three triangles. It
was merely one of the normal duties of an Ekspeditsiya.
A FLAW ON THE 10k. ISSUE OF 1866-75
Professor 0. Winterstein

Flaws on the 10k. stamps of Russia (S. G. No. 1, 15 and 21) have been known for many years
to exist on the right and left upper corners and since 1964 on the right bottom corner (see B.J.R.P. No. 34,
p. 17 and photo; No. 35, p.14 and photo; No. 41, p.20). Now we can record a similar flaw on the left
bottom comer. The evidence is on a neat cover franked with Russia S. G. 13, 20 and 21 and cancelled
Moscow 1 SEPT. 1867, arriving Amsterdam 7 SEPT. 1867. Reference to the illustration will show
that close to the numeral '10' within the brown angle is a white area caused by a break in the plate, more
or less imitating '100.' The stamp shows no other printing abnormalities or signs of subsequent damage.
Page 14
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Cover Moscow-Amsterdam 1867 with flawed 101 (1866-75 iss:1e), the flaw illustrated by e11/argement. Collectio11 Pl'ofessor 0. Winterstein.
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THE FIRST ESTONIAN AIR-MAIL
Donald McDonald

THE LITERATURE
The emergency air-mail set up by the Estonian Government in February/March 1920 has been
the subject of considerable discussion in philatelic journals, etc., as follows:
1. D. McDONALD. The Estonian Air Post. Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly. XXXVII. 944/5.
May 16/30, 1931. Pages 153/4 and 169/170.
2. LIEUT. CoL. R. AHONIUS. Postal flights Tallinn-Helsinki in the winter of 1919-20. Eesti
Filatelist (New York). No. 9. 1963 (in Estonian).
3. G. BENNETT. Cowan's War. Published by Collins, London. 1964.
4. G. BLEYER. History of the Estonian Post. Estonia (Tallinn) 1936. No. 12. Page 5
(in German).
5. H. A. MALM. The origin of the Estonian air-post. Baltische Philatelist. No. 2/3.
August/December 1920. Pages 35-38 (in German and English).
6. Riigi Teataja (Estonian State Gazette). No. 31/32. 3rd March, 1920 (in Estonian).
7. DR.' W. ScHONHERR. Estland. Kohl's Briefmarkenhandbuch. 11 Auflage (DR. MUNK).
Lieferung 12. Pages 400-402; Berliner Briefmarken Zeitung. Die Flugpost Estlands
XXIV. No. 17. 31st July, 1928. Pages 102-104 (all in German).
8. Antolycus. Estonian Air-stamps. West End Philatelist. XXV. No. 292. June 1928.
Pages 56-58.
9. Riigi Teataja (Estonian State Gazette). No. 114. 13th September, 1923 (in Estonian).
10. C. H. ADAMS. Estonia 1920-23, some unresolved problems. Aero Field. Vol. 26. No. 6.
July 1962. Pages 111-113.
The subject is also of course referred to in the catalogues of Gibbons, Scott, Yvert & Tellier, Michet
and Zumstein and also in the specialist catalogues of Malm, Weiner, Baltia and Eichenthal (1929, 1931,
1943 and 1962 editions).
THE AUTHOR'S INTENTION
My intention is to collate the contents of the above papers and to try to interpret them in the
light of such knowledge as I have obtained in the course of the formation and study of my own collection
of the material and from discussion with other collectors about it. I shall then put together a narrative
in which I shall try to elucidate the real facts, an attempt which I very much hope will encourage my
readers to give me their corrections, additions and general comments so that the truth may be achieved
at last to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the events.
THE STORY
The story of the first Estonian Air Mail (of February-March 1920) is one of fascinating interest
about which I have already written at some length in 1931 (1). Since then a considerable amount of
fresh information has become available, amplifying and correcting some of my statements and adding
considerable data. The principal contribution was made in 1963 by Lieut. Col. Rainer Ahonius, chief
editor of the Finnish Philatelic Magazine and a retired officer of the Finnish Air Force, who had undertaken an exhaustive study of the Estonian and Fipnish newspapers of the January-March period of
1920 and so was able to assemble a complete account of the mail-carrying flights that took place and of
what they carried. This he published (in Estonian) in the journal maintained by the Estonian philatelists-in-exile in New York (2). As a result of this and some other fresh information, I have decided to
re-write the story, while recognising that there is still scope for further corrections and additions, which
I hope that some of my readers will be able to supply.
Estonia was the first of the three Baltic Republics of 1918-1940 (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania)
to make good its independence from the Russians after the latter's revolutions' in 1917. Its first proclamation in July 1917 was rendered abortive by the second (so-called November) revolution
that followed, just as the second (but formally correct) proclamation in February 1918, was at once
over-run by the German occupation immediately after securing the publication which established its
real existence. But the third attempt in November 1918 was accepted by the defeated and now retiring
Germans and a Provisional Government was set up. This had to fight for its life against a Russian
invasion fro ;n the e1st and to achieve the expulsion of Gcrm'.ms in the south, so that it was not until
the end of 1919 that the country was clear of invaders. During all this period, the Estonians were entirely
dependent on sea transport for their communications with the outer world and particularly with the
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victorious Western Allies, who were engaged in making the peace on which recognition of their independence must depend. Communication on land was impossible because of the state of chaos prevailing
jn Eastern Germany and Poland while the Germans were retreating home across as yet undefined frontiers to a country itself involved in revolution. Even what was to become Vttvia and Lithuania was
-still occupied by German troops who showed every sign of wanting to stay there. Besides that, navigation down the Baltic was a precarious business and therefore the Estonians' main ·life-line was across
the 55-mile wide Gulf of Finland from their capital and main port Tallinn (Reva)) to Helsinki (Helsingfors), the capital of Finland, itself in established communication by sea and air with Stockholm. Freedom
of this passage was guaranteed by the presence of a considerable squadron of the British Fleet which kept
the mines swept and the Russian Baltic Fleet bottled up (and later severly damaged) in Kronstadt (3).
In that way Estonia obtained its supplies and got itself established in the eyes of the world.
But at the beginning of 1920 a disaster threatened in a very unusually hard spell of winter weather
which blocked with ice not only the Gulf of Finland but also all the Baltic coast of the country. Almost
all shipping ceased and therefore all Estonia's mails to the outer world. It was vital to the newly established Government to maintain its communications with the west and particularly with its deputation
to Allied Headquarters in Paris, to whom it was looki11g not only for recogpition but also .for loans and
aid. Fortunately among the armament brought to Tallinn by the British Fleet (which included an aircraft carrier, H.M.S. Vindictive) were some Avro planes and some British pilots to form the foundation
of an Estonian air-force. This had soon come into being and by the end of 1919 was freely mobile.
The last sendin~ of foreign mail from Tallinn seems to have taken place at the beginning of January 1920 and, towards the end of that month, the Government was very seriously alarmed by the pile-up
of official documents particularly those for Paris and London.
So they decided to approach the
Finns, who had a better established air-force and were in communication with Stockholm by means of it.
Ahonius (2) reports that discussions took place at the end of January, presumably by cable or telephone,
and proceeded favourably. On February 5th the Tartu newspaper Postimecs (The Postman) reported
that agreement between the two Governments on the subject had teen reached. Neither country had
any private or commercial aircraft but the Estonians had 6 or 8 Avros from H.M.S. Vindictive and the
Finns some French Breguets presumably brought in by the small French fleet that had accompanied
the British. The agreement arranged that there should tc two regular flights we~kly on Monday and
Friday, starting about 10 - 11 a.m. Space was to be reserved for official messengers and their bags but
general mail could only be carried if and when. the::-e was sufficient space. The flights were to begin
on Monday, 9th February and to continue until the sea-passage was again open.
But, to the surprise of ,the Finns, on the morning of Saturday the 7th February three Estonian
planes suddenly arrived at Helsinki with the explanation that this was an experimental flight, with two
British flight-instructors on board. It had taken 65 minutes and they had brought three Estonian pilots
and 164 kilograms of mail, mainly for Finland, England, Sweden and Denmark. It was as well that
the flight had taken place in the morning tecausc, in the afternoon the weather deteriorated and continued to be rough until Wednesday, 11 th. One of the planes took off on that day for Tallinn carrying
27 million marks of Estonian money printd in Helsinki, but had to crash-land on arrival; the other
two had to return to Helsinki in a bad snowstorm. On Thursday, 12th the conditions were better and
at 10.40 a.m. both Estonian planes took off with 131 kilograms of mail, accompanied by one Finnish
plane, which was prevented by the weather from returning until the 16th. All these details are reported
by Ahonius (2).
Meanwhile the Estonian Postal Authority was watching a steady accumulation of ordinary public
mail for abroad in the Gen~ral Post Office at Tallinn. The chief officer was an experienced postal servant
named Hindrek Rikand who, before 1914, had been an official of the Post and Telegraph Authority
at Riga under the Russians (4). By early February he was exceedingly alarmed at the situation and
called a Press Conference in Tallinn on Thursday, 12th February to explain his position (5). He seems
to have been quite unaware of the Government's. action and the flights of the 7th and 11 th, as at the
Conference he makes no reference whatever to them. ' It seems therefore that they cannot have carried
any ordinary civilian mail either way, since it could surely not have been collected from or delivered to
the Post Office without his knowledge. He tells the Press how the foreign mails have been entirely
held up for five weeks, with the sole exception of a single Finnish ice-breaker which was due to break
into Baltiski on that very day. There is therefore nothing to do but to establish an air-post service from
Tallinn to Helsinki. . He had ascertained from the Air Force that the flight out and home would cost
30,000 marks, though this was found on examination to include heavy overhead costs and is later talked
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about as 20,000 marks. At such a cost it w,ould be too expensive to attempt to forward all mail. One
or two planes could only take about one-tenth of the normal total of foreign mail, so that air-mail would
have to be limited to registered letters. ff A. Malm (5) says that the load must be at least 10,000 letters
to pay but Ahvnius (2) says that the average load for any one of the Avro planes was ~-0 kilograms or,
say, rather less than 3,000 registered letters of 15 grams each. It must be accepted therefore that not.only
must the air mail be limited to registered mail for abroad but a supplementary fee must be charged for it.
soon fixed at 5 marks for each 15 grams. Immediately after the Conference Rikand put the proposal
to the Government who quickly agreed to it and Malm (a well-known philatelist of Tallinn at the time}
goes on to say (5) that the first trial flight took place on February 13th, a date which cannot be confirmed
anywhere else and is almost certainly wrong. However, what did happen on the 13th was a report in
the Estonian newspapers (2) that a triangular air-mail stamp was being prepared for the recovery of the
extra cost and one may assume that the civilian registered mail for abroad began to move by air very soon
after that.
The contents of the mails carried on the flights which preceded the Conference is a very puzzling
question. As has been said, it seems evident that Rikand knew nothing about them, and therefore one
is surely entitled to assume that their loads of mail were entirely of an official nature, consisting of diplomatic bags escorted by Government messengers. Alternatively, are any ordinary public covers known
that can be positively connected with these flights? The present author knows of none. ·
After the date of the Conference, the Finnish plane which had been held up at Tallinn since the
12th managed to return to' Helsinki on the 16th, but apart from that bad weather prevented any further
flights until Friday 20th. On that day, Ahonitis reports (2), orie Finnish plane brought mail to Tallinn
and took more back to Helsinki in the afternoon. On Saturday, 21st February two Estonian planes
took off from Tallinn with 82 kilograms of mail but did not reach Helsinki until the afternoon. On
the same day a Finnish plane brought 30 kilograms of mail to Tallinn and returned to Helsinki with
some on Sunday 22nd.
Meanwhile official arrangements for setting up the G.P.O. air-mail service had been moving forward. On February 20th a Cabinet meeting approved addenda to the Postal Tariffs adding to the ordinary rates for letters for transmission by airmail 5 marks for each 15 grams of weight and also 5 marks
for each post-card; this was published in the State Gazette on March 3rd (6). At that time, as already
mentioned, it was only a question of registered mail going abroad, the basic fee for which was 2.50 marks
for letters up to 15 grams and 1.75 marks for post-cards. On the preceding day, March 2nd, it was
announced in the Press that all items of mail prepared to go by air must be clearly marked Ohupostiga
(by air-mail).
Continuing Ahonius' report of the flights, on Monday, 23rd February two Finnish planes took
off from Helsinki with two bags of mail described as "for the Estonian Foreign Office, the Finnish Consulate and G.P.O. Tallinn." The weather was bad and One plane w~nt off course to Narva and Rakwere
but eventually both reached Tallinn safely. The weather continued bad but, on the 26th, one Finnish
plane "broke through from Helsinki with a great amount of mail." Fine weather did not come until
Monday, 1st March when the three Finnish planes then in Tallinn took off for home with 64 kilograms
of mail, followed by two Estonian planes with 115 kilograms of mail. The latter returned from Helsinki:
to Tallinn in the afternoon with 42 kilograms of mail. On March 2nd two postal flights were carried
out by one Estonian and one Finnish plane from Tallinn to Helsinki and back. On March 3rd one Finnish
plane carrying a French diplomat set out from Helsinki for Tallinn and reached it after a forced landing
for petrol. On March 5th the Finnish plane retUJned to Helsinki accompanied by an Estonian plane.
This latter was held up at Helsinki by the weather until Tuesday 9th, when it returned to Tallinn
accompanied by yet another Finnish plane "with mail and a passenger"; this latter plane returned to
Helsinki on the same day. On Wednesday, 10th March a Finnish plane flew to Tallinn to bring back
an American officer and on the return journey also took mail. On arrival at Helsinki, the pilot reported
that the open sea was now free from ice and this was the last emergency flight by the Finns.
On Sunday, 14th March the Finnish daily paper Uusi Suomi (New Finland) reported that shipping
between Helsinki and Tallinn had been resumed. On Tuesday, 16th March Helsinki's morning paper
stated under large headlines that on Monday, 15th two Estonian planes had brought a large amount
of mail to Helsinki and that the officers had stated that this would be their last mail flight and that from
then on all mail would be sent by ships. And it is quite reasonable to believe that it was, since mailcarrying by air was very expensive to the Estonians and it is not likely to have been continued by them any
longer than absolutely necessary. Further, the urgency to resume shipping is reflected by the statePage 18
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Front and part of back of registered cover conveyed on the Tallinn-Helsinki flight of March 15th, 1920.
Collection Donald ,McDonald.
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ment by the important and authoritative observer, Dr. Werner Schonherr (7) that "after the lifting of
the ice barrier, at first the ships could only reach the neighbourhood of Helsinki, where pedestrilllls
were waiting to carry the mail further across the ice." Schonherr, however, does go on to say that there
were some more air-flights for a short time after March 15th carrying important diplomatic correspondence but evidently these had no connection with the Post Office and did not carry its mails. If there
had been a further G.P.O. air mail on, say, March2lst, surely Ahonius would have noticed it and would
not have closed bis list on the 15th. Plenty of covers are known bearing the air-stamp and with the
backstamp of Helsinki of the 21st March but there is no proof whatever that they went by air, since
the sea-journey was no more than a matter of 4 to 5 hours. Undoubtedly large numbers of letters and
cards were prepared both by the public at large and by philatelically interested parties either ignorantly
for an air- mail that was expected but never happened, or designedly for philatelic purposes, and all
bearing the 5 marks air stamp. These duly passed through the post but not, as far as We know, by air.
This brings us to a study of the postal marks that were applied to the mail carried l;,y the various
flights that undoubtedly did carry it, and we must first remember that it is probable that only registered
mail for foreign countries was concerned. Prior to the emergency this was sorted into sealed bags by
country of destination and it is these bags that were moved; there is no question of backs tamps until
those, if any, of the receiving country were applied, so that the Helsinki backstamp only appeared on
the contents of the Finland bag, if at all (if anyone can supply evidence to the contrary, it will be very
welcome). This system no doubt continued into the period of the emergency in the expectation of ships
that did not come. So the earliest mail flown would consist of these bags and the contents would not
get a backstamp of Helsinki except for that in the Finland bag. But on March 2nd came the requirement for the word "Ohupostiga" to be put on letters to be flown out and, a day later, for the payment of
the additional fee of 5 marks per item of 15 grams. The preparation of a special air-stamp for the prepayment of this fee was already in hand when Malm (5) was writing his report on the Press Conference
of February 12th and no doubt the printing of it was put in hand immediately after the Cabinet's approval
on February 20th. It was the familiar three-coloured triangular stamp prepared by lithography by
J. & A. Paalmann in Tallinn and issued to the public on Saturday, 13th March, a date agreed upon by
practically all the authorities. Therefore it was not available for actual use on mail until the flight of
Monday, March 15th and, if we believe that there were no more official G.P.O. mail flights, then this
was the ·only occasion upon which it was properly used. At that time there was, and has been since,
some controversy as to the date of its actual issue to the public, as several covers with the proper Hel$inki
backstamp of March 15th (which was applied to all letters carried on this flight irrespective of final destination) are known bearing the Tallinn postmark of March 12th, and at least one with that of the 11th.
The answer to this problem probably arises from the lateness of the delivery of the air-stamp by the
printers to the postal authorities, leading either to a leakage to favoured customers or, more likely, to
the stamps being applied and cancelled by the postal clerks at the G.P.O. counter in return for cash.
It seems very doubtful if any of the air-stamps reached any other post-office other than this one during
the first few days of their currency. The intervention of Sunday between the first issue of the stamps
and the flight would have contributed to this situation. The author who wrote under the name of Autolycus (8) in a private communication to me says: "from the date of the postmarks it may be presumed
that they (the letters) lay at the Tallinn post-office for a few days awaiting the departure of the postal
plane for Helsingfors and that the air-mail stamp was affixed there by the postal authorities themselves."
This suggestion is supported by the fact that I have a cover which achieved the flight franked by the 7.50
marks all in ordinary stamps. This was out of order, but might have been accepted in the knowledge
that the sender could not get the supplementary stamps.
As already mentioned, the flight of March 15th consisted of two Estonian planes fully loaded,
for which we might assume 100 kilograms or (at 15 grams each) say 6,000 - 7,000 items. It consisted
entirely of registered mail going abroad and was provided with the proper franking of 2.50 marks for
each 15 grams (post-cards 1.75 marks) plus one copy per 15 grams of the new 5 marks air-stamp. The
censor's mark does not seem to have been obligatory, and the acceptance of ordinary stamps in place
of the new 5 marks stamp seems to have been exceptional. All covers seem to have received the despatch postmark of Tallinn (I have not seen or heard of any bearing that of any other town) and the dates
11th, 12th and (presumably, though I have never seen one) 13th March, 1920. The 14th was a Sunday
and no doubt the post-office was shut, and letters posted on the 15th seem to have had to wait for the
mail to Helsinki of the 21 st. The mail of the 15th seems not to have been sorted into countries at Tallinn
but to have been sent to Helsinki loose or in unsealed bags. On arriva I there every item received the
Page 20
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backstamp of Helsinki 15.111.1920, whatever its ultimate destination.
It is now desirable to make some attempt to assess the amount of G.P.O. postal mail that was
carried in the emergency flights and, at this stage at any rate, this must be based on pure speculation.
For reasons that have been stated, it is most unlikely that anything but official mail was carried on the
flights of February 7th and 11th. The same applies to those of the 12th, 16th and 20th, since Rikand
did not get his Cabinet decision until the last of these dates. Then, having got this, he would only be
likely to use Estonian planes. The arrangement with the Finns had been made by his diplomatic colleagues for the transport of their diplomatic and financial, etc. mail and its escorts, and although there
was a polite mention of ordinary mail, this does not seem to have reached Rikand as he evidently did
not move any. Further, Rikand had made his preliminary enquiries with the Estonian Air Force and
had discussed and presumably arranged charges with them, which had the advantage of using Estonian
currency. So may we not assume that it was Est9nian, _planes only tqat he used? Though .that is not
to claim that there was an absolutely watertight separation between the two systems; the circumstances
of emergency and irregularity must have given rise to occasional overlapping by the odd cover or two
or the odd diplomatic bag. But for by far the majority of his mails Rikand must have used the Estonian
planes, and these flew to Helsinki on February 21st and on March 1st, 2nd, 5th and 15th.
We are,told by Ahonius (2) that the planes of the 21st carried 82 kilograms of mail and those of
March 1st (the next fine weather) no less than 115 kilograms. As regards the one-plane flight of the
2nd, mail is mentioned but no figures are given; perhaps we may allow ourselves to assume a normal
cargo of 40 kilograms. On March 5th there is no mention of mail at all. So it is possible that the 237
kilograms carried on February 21st and March 1st/2nd represented all the held-up backlog of registered
mail for abroad (and probably among it some unregistered mail as covers are known), and cleared the
situation up? If that is the case, then most, if not all, of that mail will have been bagged in the expectation of the ships that did not come, and only the Finnish mail would have been backstamped at Helsinki. (Are any known?). Certainly the mail for the flight on the 15th March looks like a fresh start,
with registered letters marked Ohupostiga and paying the supplementary air-fee being handed in loose at
Tallinn G.P.O., travelling loose or unsealed on the plane and all receiving the dated backstamp of Helsinki. Two planes were used and we are told by Ahonius (2) that the mail "was a large amount" which,
as we have suggested already above, might be put at 100 kilograms or 6-7,000 items. So, adding 100
kilograms of air-stamped mail to the 237 kilograms of earlier mail lacking that emblem, we arrive at a
total more-or-less speculative total of 337 kilograms as a possible figure for the total amount of G.P.O.
mail flown by Estonian planes during their emergency flights. If we now add to this figure the amount
of no-doubt diplomatic mail quoted by Ahonius (2) as having been carried to Helsinki by the very first
flight of the three Estonian planes on February 7th, namely 164 kilograms, we reach a total of 501 kilograms, to compare with a statement in the "newspapers," also quoted by Ahonius, that the total amount
of mail carried by Estonian planes during the whole emergency was 528 kilograms, which figure refers
to despatches from Tallinn to Helsinki only and includes nothing carried from Helsinki to Tallinn.
In my article of 1931 (1) on the subject of these flights I reported that at some unknown date
in the late 1920's a young English collector named Raymond Larkins obtained from "The Estonian
Post Office" the following statement:
"1920. Reva) Helsingfors.
First mail carrying flight-February 7th 1920.
Last mail carrying flight-March 21st 1920.
Twenty-one mail carrying flights were made between these dates and 348 kg. 152 gr. of
mail was flown, including the ordinary mail not franked by air-stamps."
I met Larkins and corresponded with him for at least ten years, until he joined the Royal Air
Force in the war and lost his life on active service over Germany in March 1944. He was a serious
collector, and not at all given to making loose statements. Further, his family had business connections
with Estonia and in 1930 he was given a copy of the Estonian Year Book by the Estonian Consul General
in London, Mr. R. Mollerson. I fully believe that he did get that statement from the Estonian Postal
Authorities and that it is fully authentic. The 21 flights are now checked by Ahonius' list (2) and his
figure for the amount of postal mail carried is shown by our own guess-work to be quite acceptable
(3•1-'.J.152 kg. as comp?.:d with our 337 kg.). Only his date for the last flight differs from that of Ahonius
and unless some further proof to the contrary turns up, we must believe that he was wrong.
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Undoubtedly a large amount of mail was accumulating at Tallinn, when the despatch on the 15th
March was closed and the registered matter was being prepared for another air transit, but Ahonius is
quite clear that it did not come. I, in my own collection, have four registered items with Tallinn postmarks dated 15th, 16th and 17th March. That of the 15th is a registered letter addressed to London
and is franked with 2.50 marks in ordinary stamps plus a 5 mark air-stamp; two dated the 16th are registered letters, also addressed to London, but each franked with 7.50 marks in ordinary stamps and no
air stamp; the fourth is a registered post-card franked with 1.75 marks (the proper amount) in ordinary
stamps plus a 5 mark air-stamp and addressed to Altona, Hamburg. All are backstamped Helsinki
21st March, 1920; the three London ones are all also backstamped there on 30th March; and the Altona
card is backstamped there 27th March. Evidently they all travelled from Tallinn to Helsinki under
general conditions similar to those that applied to the flight of the 15th except that, on Ahonius' showing, they went on a ship. And this was probably the ship that was met at the edge of the ice at Helsinki
by Schonherr's pedestrians and carried ashore by them (7).
From the despatch dates of these covers from Tallinn it also appears that there was no mail transit
to Helsinki between the flight of the 15th and the ship of the 21st. Next, according to my covers there
appears to have been another gap between March 21st and April 3rd, as I have two covers, both posted
in Tallinn on 29th March and both franked with 2.50 marks in ordinary stamps plus the 5 mark airstamp, both addressed to destinations in Finland and backstamped Helsinki 3rd and 4th April. After
that, a cover in the possession of Mr. Harold Osi shows that there was another gap in the mail between
3rd April and the 15th April, since it is postmarked Tallinn on the former date and backstamped Helsinki
with the latter. After that normal conditions seem to have been entirely resumed, with the registered
mail sealed in country bags and only backstamped Helsinki when the addresses are to Finland. The
5 mark air stamp also ceases to be used, except superfluously for philatelic purposes, and this continued
until (and after) it was officially demonetised by a notice in the State Gazette on 1st October 1923 (9).
So it seems evident that the official use of the 5 mark air stamp was entirely confined to the single
air-flight on the 15th March, 1920 and that any use of it after that was superfluous; either it provided for
a flight that might but did not happen or was used for philatelic purposes to obtain a cancellation. The
latter reason applied particularly both in the early days just after the emergency in March-May, 1920
and in the autumn of 1923 immediately before, and even after, its demonetisation and then even in blocks
of four, six and eight. At the same time I am not prepared to deny that there may have been occasional
flights by Estonian or Finnish planes to Helsinki carrying urgent diplomatic matter (in fact Schonherr
(7) says that there were, in emergency) but such affairs had nothing to do with the Estonian G.P.O. or
the use of its air-stamp. According to some further information, which unfortunately I am unable to
document, similar action was taken on occasion during the winters of 1921-22 and 1922-23. I have
not seen any suggestion that mail so treated, if any, can be identified. In any case, it can have concerned only mail to Finland or Sweden since, in the later years at any rate, land communication was
then available through Germany. Schonherr also states that in 1921 mail had also been forwarded
under similar circumstances to Stockholm and Danzig (7).
Meanwhile, however, a new situation was arising with regard to air transport in the Baltic area
in that new companies were appearing in Germany and in Sweden. One of the earliest was the Danziger
Luftandosei, which operated on the line Danzig-Konigsberg-Riga and in September 1921 extended its
operations to Tallinn, with occasional extensions to Helsinki (8). It also later had internal air-lines in
Estonia from Tallinn to Tartu, Parnu and Riga (7) but its prime objective was the transport of people
and goods. In due course (1924) this and other lines merged with the Nordeuropaunion, a branch of
the German Junkers organisation. In 1922 they had begun to handle mail between Germany and
Sweden, including deliveries to Tallinn, but there was never any official contract between them and the
Estonian G.P.O. for taking over and carrying outgoing Estonian mail or collecting it on their internal
flights. But one factor of later importance was the creation by the Danziger company of an Estonian
subsidiary with its headquarters in Tallinn, the Estnische Luftschiffahrt Aeronaut, to handle its Estonian
business and to provide an air-port at Tallinn. This did partake in Estonian mail-carrying later, but
not until 1st October, 1923 and therefore outside the scope of this article.
There was however one event in the summer of 1923 which should be mentioned here and that
was that for a short time the Aeronaut Co. did forward letters from Tallinn to Helsinki on payment of
a fee of 50 marks per item, but this was purely a private transaction between individuals and a foreign
concern (7).
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are now put forward for confirmation or correction by my readers:
1. The emergency measures of February/March 1920, apart from the official diplomatic mail,
concerned only registered mail going abroad (not including Latvia which was precariously served by
surface mail).
2. Except for the first Estonian flight on February 7th, the official diplomatic mail was generally
carried by the Finnish planes, but perhaps not quite entirely. All outgoing G.P.O. mail from Tallinn
seems to have been flown by Estonian planes.
3. The accumulated backlog of registered mail, in sealed bags for each country, was flown to
Helsinki as follows:
21.2.20 2 Estonian planes
82 kg. }
115 kg.
approx. 237 kilograms.
1.3.20 3
2.3.20 1
,,
,,
say 40 kg.
It seems likely that a few unregistered letters were included.
This mail, being in sealed bags, would
receive no backstamp at Helsinki, unless addressed to Finnish destinations. The only backstamp on
the rest, if any, will be that of the final destination. The despatch postmarks will be those of any Estonian
the rest, if any , will be that of the final destination. The despatch postmarks will be those of any Estonian
post-office dated from early January until the date of flight. The requirement of the inscription
ochupostiga was not operative in time to affect any items in the mail; nor was the 5 mark air stamp yet
available for use.
4. The new airsstamp was issued to the public on 13th March but appears to have been available
only at the G.P.0. at Tallinn where, for at least two days it was being applied by the counter-clerks to
registered mail handed in for flight by the public.
5. The air-mail of 15th March was carried by two Estonian planes to Helsinki. It consisted
of registered letters addressed to many countries and was not sealed; all items received individually the
backstamp of Helsinki of that date. This last is the hall-mark of a genuinely flown cover.
6. This flight of 15th March, 1920, provided the only real and genuine flown use of the 5 mark
air stamp. On all other covers carrying it, it was applied superfluously, its presence being due to inadvertence, ignorance or a philatelic call for a cancellation which it always achieved. Helsinki backstamps of any date other than March 15th, 1920 are not evidence of air-flights, even when they have the
same date as that of the despatch postmark.
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RUSSIAN RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS USED IN THE KINGDOM OF POLAND-PART 2
M. A. Bojanowicz
Geographically the city of Warsaw is divided into two by the River Vistula. During the years
1845-50 the Warsaw-Vienna Railway was constructed with the main station in Warsaw, "Dworzec
Warszawa" (Warsaw Station) being built on the west bank of the river. Later, in 1861, this station
was linked to Bydgoszcz (Bromberg) on the Prussian frontier; on this section of the railway a branchline ran from Warsaw to Alexandrow on the Polish side of the Prussian frontier, which again connected
with Bydgoszcz (Bromberg).
In 1862 the Russian authorities decided fer military reasons to construct a railway linking the
Russian capital, St. Petersburg, with Warsaw. The terminus for this railway was in the Praga district
of Warsaw and was known as "Dworzec Praga" (Praga Station) and was situated on the eastern bank
of the River Vistula. In 1867 a further extension to this railway connected Warsaw-Praga with the
frontier post to Terespol, on the Russian border to the east.
Thus Warsaw was in direct communication with Austria and Italy in the south, with Prussia, France
and England to the west, with metropolitan Russia to the north and with the Black Sea ports to the southeast (Fig. 1).
On all these routes postal wagons were attached to the trains and special hand-stamps allocated
to them for cancelling the mail en route. These were in the standard Polish type of four concentric
rings, but in place of a central numeral letters were inserted to indicate the railway route taken (but not
the direction to and from Warsaw). There were in all seven main types and some subtypes. The types
are "D.W," "D.B," "B.W," "D.B"l, "D.B." 2, "D.P." and "D.T." It is convenient to divide them
into two sections, (A) those used from Warsaw Station on the west side of the Vistula, and (B) those
used from Praga Station on the east side of the Vistula.
Section A
Before proceeding with the above it should be noted that on the Warsaw-Vienna line a special
hand-stamp had been in use, probably since 1845, for letters posted on the train. This consists of a
single circle hand-stamp without wagon number (probably only one carriage was in use) with a central
two-line date of day and lmonth only, no year being indicated. Around the inner periphery is the legend
''Expedycya Poczt w Wagonie" (Fig. 2 a, b) (postal agency wagon). There is a dot between the first
"E" and the last "E." The date and month are separated by a line which is sometimes found misplaced
in one instance above the day and month, as illustrated (Fig. 2b).
Later, letters posted at the Warsaw Station received a special mark (Fig. 3) consisting of "Warsaw
Station" at the bottom and "Postal Agency" at the top. This is not a T.P.O. mark, but was applied
at the Post Office at the Station, generally in black, though examples are known in red, probably indicating prepayment.
The "D.W." hand-stamp was used on the Warsaw-Vienna Railway and denotes "Droga Wiedenska" (Vienna railroad). It is found in two sizes of lettering, Type C (Fig. 4a) and Type CC (Fig. 4b):
Being introduced in 1865, this cancellation can be found only on Russian adhesives. Known in black
onlyl.
·
On this railway route there were four T.P.O. wagons, each having its own hand-stamps other
than the "D.W." quoted above. These consist of a two-part cancellation. The first part was used
to cancel the adhesive and is a "mute" with six concentric circles and a central dot (Type E, Fig. 6), the
dot varying in size according to the T.P.O. The diameter of the central dot is as follows:
Postal Wagon No. 1/2
3 mm (Fig. 5a)
3
2 mm (Fig. 5c)
,,
,,
4
3½ mm (Fig. 5b)
The second part (Type D, Fig. 5) was placed elsewhere on the letter and consists of a single-circle
with a numeral in the centre, the numerals ranging from 1 to 4.
Inside the periphery is to be found the legend "Ekspedycya Poczt w Wagonie" (Postal Agency
Wagon). In this series the word "Ekspedycya" is placed to the left of the numeral. Below the numeral
is a miniscule ornament which differs in each hand-stamp. Thus Postal Wagon No. 1 has a small double
circle at base; No. 2 and No. 4 have a small dot; and No. 3 a small cross.
At times both "mute" and "ekspedycya" marks have been applied to the adhesive and the "ekspedycya" mark repeated alongside. The "mute" cancellations are found on both Polish and Russian stamps.
The "D.B." hand-stamp was used on the route from Warsaw to Bydgoszcz (Warsaw-Bromberg),
the letters denoting "Droga Bydgoska" (Bromberg railroad). This type exists in three varieties: (Figs.
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8a-c) Type F (a) small lettering with stops after "D" and "B" ; Type F (b) slightly larger letters and a
stop only after " D"; Type F (c) large letters without stops. Colours: used black and red.
On this route there were also four T.P.O. wagons and they used cancellations similar to those
of the Warsaw-Vienna railway, but with numerals "5," "6," "7" and " 8." In the hand-stamp for Postal
Wagons No. 5 and 6 the "ks" of "ekspedycya" is changed to " x," thus reading "expedycya"; in Postal
Wagons No. 5, 6 and 7, this word is transposed from the left-hand side of the numeral to the right-hand
side. The miniscule ornaments are as follows: Postal Wagon No. 5, small quadrant at top; No. 6,
double circle; No. 7, dot; No. 8, double loops (see Figs. 9a-d). All the above are struck in black and
No. 8 is known also in red.
A further hand-stamp (Type G; Figs. 10a-b) was used on the Warsaw-Alexandrow section of
the Warsaw-Bromberg Railway which was routed via Lowicz and these had DB/1 and DB/2 in the centre
of the four concentric rings. Apparently there were two T.P.O. carriages assisgned to this route. These
cancellations can only be found on Russian adhesives as these marks were introduced in 1865. Colour
black.

St. Petersburg
I

Bydgoszcz /
(Bromberg)/"'/ To Germany,

I
Alexan

France & England

,/

I

/

I

I

--D.T.
Dworzec
Praga.

,

(i'raga Statioij :

I

\
\

/

AUSTRIA
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~

Railways

Fig 1. Diagrammatic map showing the two railway stations at Warsaw, their railway network and postal
symbols.
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Figs. 2a-b, Postal agency wagon. 3, Postal agency/Warsaw Station. 4a-b, Warsaw-Vienna Railway
types C & CC. 5a-c, Warsaw-Vienna Railway type E, Postal Wagon No. 1/2, Postal Wagon No. 4, Post'a{
wagon No. -3, 6a-d Warsaw-Vienna Railway Type D, Postal agency wagons 1-4. 7, Cover illustratinguses of types D. & E.
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Figs. 8a-c, Warsaw-Bromberg Railway, three varieties of Type F. 9a-d, Warsaw-Bromberg Railway
Postal agency wagon 5-8. 10a-b, Type G, Warsaw-Alexandrow section of Warsaw-Bromberg Railway. 11,
Type H, Bromberg-Warsaw. 12, Postal agency/Praga Station. 13, Type J, St. Petersburg Railway.
14, Type K, Warsaw-Terespol Railway.
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Another hand-stamp, designated Type H (Fig. 11), has the letters "B.W." (Bydgoszcz-Warsaw
or Bromberg-Warsaw) in four concentric circles and is always accompanied by the station mark illustrated in Fig. 2. The "B.W." is found in black and in red, though the station mark is generally in black,
though a single cover is known with this mark in red, perhaps denoting pre-payment. In 1871 the
Russian postal authorities took exception to this cancellation and in consequence the "B.W."
was removed from the canceller, thus causing it to appear "mute."
Section B
Praga Station had a hand-stamp similar to that of the Warsaw Station reading "Postal Agency"
at top and "Praga Station" at bottom (Fig. 12). It is found in black or red.
The "D.P. hand-stamp (Type J; Fig. 13) was used on the T.P.0. route to St. Petersburg and denotes
"Droga Petersburska" (St. Petersburg railroad). From the evidence available it would appear that
letters for St. Petersburg posted at the main Warsaw Post Office generally received the ordinary Warsaw
numeral cancellation (" l" in four concentric circJes} with· the osuat Warsaw town hand-stamp alongside
and were then transferred in bulk to the Praga Station, where they were transmitted straight to St. Petersburg. However, when a letter had missed the main collection it received the Warsaw numeral cancellation but not the town hand-stamp, and on arrival at the Praga Station was given the "ekspedycya"
circular mark in black or red.
The foregoing suggests that the numeral "1" in six squares found as a cancellation on such letters
did not emanate from the Praga district (as the Polish catalogue "Ruch" indicates) but is a normal
Warsaw town cancellation. When, however, letters were posted in Praga or direct to the T.P.O. they
received the "D.P." marking on the adhesive and the "ekspedycya" adjacent. This suggests that the
letters "D.P." stand for "Droga Petersburska," conforming with the types previously mentioned, rather
than "Dworzec Praga" as sometimes thought. If should be noted that the "D.P." cancellation was
changed from black to red in June 1864.
The "D.T." hand-stamp (Type K; Fig. 14) was used on the T.P.O. route Warsaw-Tersepol,
denoting "Droga Terespolska" (Terespol railroad). It is found in two sizes of characters, (1) 6 mm
(2) 4½ mm high andhigh. Due to the fact that this railway was completed in 1867, these cancellations
are found only on Russian adhesives. An important fact to note is that on all stamps and covers seen
with this "D.T." cancellation it is struck over the town of posting and is never seen separately.
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MINIATURE SHEETS OF THE SOVIET UNION (S)
A. S. Waugh

OCTOBER 1955. K. A. SAVITSKY
Since the previous block there is a time lag of nearly six years, and then in October 1955 there
appeared a perforated sheet commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the death of the Russian painter,
K. A. Savitsky, 1844-1905-1955. This sheet, measuring 15 x 10.5 cm., incorporated 4 x 40k stamps in
the design of the single stamp issued the previous March, by E. Gundobin. This featured the portrait
of the painter and a scene from his canvas "Work upon a Railway Line." Produced in multi coloured
photo lithography, the speet stamps are perforated comb 12½ x 12 compared with the line perf. 12½ of
the single stamp. The text is by typography, and is found printed in black and in red-brown, thus giving
two varieties to the sheet. There also numerous shade variations in th0 printing of the stamps, while
the brown text matter can be found both in light and dark shades. Some six variations of shade and
text are listed in the Official Catalogue; there could well be others.
OCTOBER 1955. A. G. VENETZIANOV
Another famous painter was honoured in October 1955 with a perforated block incorporating
4 x 1 rouble stamps for the 175th anniversary of his birth, 1780-1847-1955. The size of the sheet is
15 x 10.5 cm, comb/perforated 12½ x 12, and the design of the stamps is the same as the single stamp (line
perf. 12½) issued the previous July. This stamp featured the painter's portrait, and a view of his work
"Spring L:tbour" to a design by P. Zhitkov. Produced by photolithography, the Venetzianov block is
printed in very delicate colours and shades. The text, by typography, can be found in light and dark
brown shades. There are no major variations as in the previous block, which can also be found CTO
"Riga."

DECEMBER 1955. ALL UNION EXHIBITION, MOSCOW
In June 1955 there appeared no less than 16 multicolour polichrome stamps featuring pavilions
of the newly reconstructed and opened All Union Permanent Exhibition in Moscow. In this instance
the emphasis was on the economic and agricultural produce of the Republics which constitute the
U.S.S.R. The 16 stamps all had identical borders and each featured one of the pavilions, the borders
being by typography and the centres by the polychrome process. The following December saw the
issue of three miniature sheets, each of 4 x 40k stamps, one for the Russian Federation, Ukraine and
Byelorussia. The sheets were edesigned by S. Bychkov and the stamps and borders by I. Levin, K.
Klevitsov, and E. Andreev. The blocks measure 15.5 x 10.5 cm, and are comb perforated 12½ x 12, the
stamps being line perf. 12½. The text, in blue by typography, reads at the top "All Union Agricultural
Exhibition" and at the base the name of the Republic featured on the stamp. To the right of the stamps
is the flag of the U.S.S.R., and to the left the flag of the respective Republic. There are no recorded
varieties of these sheets.
FEBRUARY 1956. MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY
Two stamps were issued in June 1955 to commemorate 200 years of the foundation of Moscow
University, to be followed in February 1956 by 2 miniature sheets using blocks of four of the same designs.
These designs were by S. Pomansky and showed on the 4 x 40k values a portrait of M. V. Lomonosov,
the famous Russian scientist, whose close connection has been preserved in naming the new university
buildings in the Lenin Hills, after this 18th century savant. With this portrait is a view of the old university building on the Mokhovaya Street, Moscow. The 4 x ln sheet features a view of the new university complex. Sheet sizes are 15 x 11 cm, comb perf. 12½ x 12 as are the stamps. Both the designs
and the text, with the dates 1755-1955, are printed by offset lithography. The text can be found in light
and dark shades and these form the only recorded varieties.

JULY 1957. INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION
The month of July 1957 saw a large gathering in Moscow for the World War Festival of Youth and
Students. In connection with these events, which were philatellically honoured with several sets of
stamps, was an International Philatelic Exhibition in the Soviet capital, which in turn was commemorated by a single40k stamp issued imperf. and perf., featuring a view of the Lenin State Library in Moscow,
venue of the Exhibition. The stamps, in single colour photogravure through a dot screen, was designed
by E. Gundobin. This issue was quickly followed by an imperforate miniature sheet incorporating
2 x 40k stamps in the same design but printed by the half-tone screen process in a different shade of blue.
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Various types of inscription on the 1957 International Philatelic Exhibition Miniature Sheet.

The stamps were enclosed in an ornate leaf scroll pattern with the badge of the VI Youth Festival prominent as the centre-piece. The legend, "International Philatelic Exhibition Moscow 1957" was displayed
on two ribbons at the top and bottom of the main design; whieh was the work of the collective artists
of "Goznak" the State security printers. Size of block 14.5 x 10 cm., printed by letterpress-typography
in blue on green background, on white surfaced paper. The green background is listed as printed in
light and dark shades.
There are four varieties of this block; the differences appear in the top inscription as follows:
TYPE ONE. The line of type in "International Philatelic Exhibition" has letters (In Russian type)
which do not touch each other. This is the rarest condition of these printings.
TYPE TWO. The letters "KA" in "Philatelic" are alone joined together. This would appear
to be the most common condition.
TYPE THREE. The letters "E" and "ZH" joined in the word "International," the letters " EL"
and "KA" in Philatelic" joined and the letters "KA" in "Exhibition" joined. The letter "D" in the
Russian word for "International" touches the line.
TYPE FOUR. This sheet is as type three but in addition the letters "ON" are joined in the
Russian word for "International."
Specimens of these sheets can also be found cancelled with the special postmark for the Festival
Stamp Exhibition, applied in black. This stamp exhibition was the first major event in the field since
the war, and as such had far more singificance for the future of Philately in the U.S.S.R. than the rather
modest show seemed to justify. It is of interest that the show from 28th July to 11th August, attracted
a remarkable attendance from the public, far more than from possible exhibitors, as·none of the larger
Russian collectors was present on this occasion. The chief significance to internatioµal philately was
the display of hitherto unknown stamps and postal material from Tuva and from China. On the opening
day special invitation cards gave the right to each holder to purchase two copies of the imperforate 40k
blue stamp specially issued to celebrate the Exhibition, sold to the general public in the perforated state.
A few persons invited to assist at the meetings of the jury were also presented with an imperf. set of the
Festival stamps, 5 values, and the miniature sheet as described above. All but the 10k Festival stamp
were sold to the general public in a few hundr.ed copies at the G.P.O. Moscow. This exhibition paved
the way both locally and internationally for the International Philatelic Exhibition which celebrated the
centenary of the first Russian postage stamp in the following Spring.
NOVEMBER 1957, 40 YEARS OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION
The celebration of this event saw the issue of no less than 2 recess printed, 5 offset lithographed
{both imperf. and perf.) and 15 stamps featuring the National Republics. Finally, in November 1957
there were two imperforate miniature sheets. The sheet format is 14.5 x 10 cm., and the designs were
by the collective artists of "Goznak" the State security printers. Incorporating the text "40 years of
Great October" and the dates "1917-1957," the sheets were produced by offset lithography and are
both imperforate. Sheet one has Leningrad motifs in the form of the Cruiser Aurora, which fired the
first shots in the Revolution, and a silhouetted background of the City. The three imperf. stamps are
reproductions of t\le original stamps with views of Leningrad, 3 x 40k. The central vignette is the statue
of Lenin at the Finland Station by S. Evseev, first issued in the series of 1953. The two other values are
from the 1957 sets issued for the 250th anniversary of the City. The second block has a background
in the form of a panoramic view of Moscow and reproduces three of the 40th anniversary offset litho
stamps, 40k, 40k, and 60k, with the themes Lenin, Industry and Agriculture. The sheets are in two
colour varieties and can be found cancelled with the special postmark issued for the anniversary celebrations.
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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE ONE ROUBLE STAMP
Leonard Tann

The following notes are an addendum to my article in B.J.R.P. No. 43.
1905. The Reynolds Catalogue states that the 1905 issue of the lr. with the centre misplaced
comes from a complete sheet of forty sold at the Moscow Central Post Office in March 1907. This
sheet had 38 stamps with the centres misplaced to the left, and two stamps with centres omitted altogether.
Thus the two errors are in fact part of the same sheet. There is no explanation how this strange double-error came to be on the same sheet. Having wrestled with this interesting point, I suggest only two
possible answers. Either that two of the stones were not inked, resulting in omission of centre and figure
of value, while the rest of the sheet, badly aligned received 38 well-inked but severely misplaced centres.
The second suggestion is that the sheet was put into the machine not only misplaced but tilted, so that
38 centres were misplaced while the two corner stamps, either the north-east and south-west or the northwest and south-east were missed owing to the angle and the centres were printed on the margin. Having
experimented with rough drawings this is possible, but would leave the other 38 stamps with misplaced
.tilted centres.
I have in my collection 3 copies oftheJ r. with shifted centres. Two show extremely severe shifts,
1he other a more moderate shift of two or three millimetres. The three items are illustrated. It will
be noticed that the two with extreme shifts are in different directions, one being to the left, and one to
the right. In both instances a very small portion of the adjoining centre can be seen at the edge. But
neither shows the slightest sign of a tilt! So the hypothosis that the missing two centres resulted from a
tilt of the sheet at printing can be ruled out. At the same time it must be obvious that two stamps showing severe shifts in opposite directions cannot possibly come from the same sheet. And the third example
with the moderate shift confirms that at least three sheets of the 1902/5 issue of the lr. occurred with
shifted centres.
Nevertheless, it still remains possible that in one particular sheet X number of centres were misplaced and X number of centres omitted. I recall that the Huddy Collection contained a block of four
-0f the 1902/5 14k. in which three stamps were perfectly normal and the fourth had centre omitted. The
1r. sheet noted by Mr. Reynolds might indeed have had centres omitted from lack of inking and centres
misplaced as noted. But I have shown that the misplaced variety from at le.:st three sheets, not just
the one as he suggests.
Indeed, if more than two omitted centres exist, the two varieties must simply fall into the same
category as other examples of misplaced.and omitted centres, and attention can then no longer be focused
entirely on one sheei as the sole supply. Whether the number of omitted centres now extant of this
issue is two or more can only be determined by members possessing such an item recording it. However, the above notes revise the Reynolds Catalogue Note 18 on the lr. on vertically watermarked paper.
I would be most grateful if members who have in their collections copies of the 19-05 lr. with misplaced
centres or omitted centres could let me have details of such items. On the basis of such information
a further note clarifying the position could be published.
The 1911-14 issue of the lr. had, as mentioned previously, three brown lines in the vertical margins
matching the colours of the frame; and perhaps acting as a check. Illustrated here are blocks with
the margin showing imperf. betweens, an inverted background with the check figure 2 inverted in the top
margin confirming the error, and an imperf. between used, Petrograd 30-3-18. The latter is a genuine
use, but it seems that part of the margin has been sliced off, although there is no doubt that there were
3 lines originally.
The war time issues of the lr, August 1914 until March 2nd (Old Style) 1917, although of coarser
colouring through lack of analine solution, the printing method was the same, sheets of forty with wide
margins and three brown lines in the vertical margins. Sometimes the brown lines show fractures,
and sometimes the lines show a lack of solid colour, being somewhat sketchy.
Although we are familiar with a great number of minor errors on the wove paper issues spanning
the years 1909-1920, very few in fact occur before the March Revolution 1917. After that time the lax
supervision and control resulted in numerous errors. The major varieties on the lr. issues occur on
the post-revolution issues, both perf. and imperf., particularly the last setting with horizontal varnish
lines.
However, a number of varieties are known on the pre-revolution issue of the lr,, even before
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Varieties of the one rouble stamp, L. Ta1111 co/lectio11. Fig. J, margi11a/ comer pair of the 1911-14 issue
with inverted background showing sheet control figure inverted. Figs, 2-4, examples of the 1902-05 issue
showing major shift to left, to right, and minor shift to left. Fig. 5, marginal vertical pair of 1909-17 issue,
imperf. between, used Petrograd 1918 (margi11 incomplete). Fig. 6, marginal strip of three of 1909-17 issue
(191+16 wartime printi11g) showi11g margi11a/ control lines and shifted centres.
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the war. Centres misplaced by a half or more are known, mint and used; imperf. between the pairs
and offset centres.
Another point of interest to mention on the lr. issues, the lr. on wove paper with vertical varnish
lines P.11½. The 11 ½perforation is not 1mknown in this period. The 1905 5r. is known with an 11 ½
perf., and the lr. of the same issue is known both with an all 11 ½perf. as well as with various combinations of 11½ x 13½. The 1915 5r. also has this perf. The two copies I have in my collection have been
verified as being the same 11 ½perf., and not the later private pin-perf. or the like. It seems that by error
for some reason odd sheets were run through the perforating machine reserved for fiscal stamps giving
a perf. 11 ½ instead of the normal 13½.
It would be useful to include here a check-list of the various lr. varieties occurring between 1910
and 1917.
1910. (Yellow or yellow-orange centre, 1 yellow/orange line in margin). Centre misplaced.
Copies are known with centre misplaced by ½to right Mint and used.
1911-Eve of War 1914, and 1914-March 1917. (Red-orange centre, 3 brown lines in margin).
Imperf. between pairs, vertical and horizontal pairs.
Inverted background. Some copies have the centre slightly shifted to right.
Centre misplaced. Copies are known with centre shifted ¾ to · the bottom left. Centre offset.
Other varieties may well exist, but without the marginal markings it is difficult to determine
whether they are pre- or post-revolution.

MEETJNG REPORTS

The 106th Meeting of the Society was held at 41, Devonshire Place, W.1, on 14th June, 1969.
Dr. Raymond Casey presided, with 17 other members present. Apologies for absence were
received from Dr. Wortman, Capt. Rogers-Tillestone and Mr. Knighton. The President welcomed
a visitor, Mrs. Lockyer, and Mr. McIntyre, a B.S.R.P. member from Northumberland.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read. Members then joined in a vote of
thanks, proposed by Mr. Lloyd, to Messrs. J. Negus and D. Mushlin for adjudicating on the Literary
Award, which went to Dr. R. Casey and Mr. B. Evans for their article on the Petrograd censor and control
marks in Journal No. 42. The Award was presented to Dr. Casey by Mr. C. C. Handford.
Secretary's Report. Mr. Lloyd reported that Journal No. 42 had been well received and enquiries
regarding membership had been made. A display by B.S.R.P. members to the China Philatelic Society
of London had been arranged to take place at the Red Lion Public House, Whitehall, on 17th November.
He requested that the following applicant for membership be elected:
MR. E. PROUD, 98, Queen's Road, Brighton.
Exchange Packet Superintendent's Report. Mr. Kellaway reported that since the last meeing
three packets, total value £633, had been put into circulation.
Journal. Dr. Casey said that the situation had impoved during the past few months. No. 43
was in the press and No. 44 should appear the following December.
Any Oth'<)r Business. A debate on the status of F.I.P. ended with unanimous agreement to support
that body as being the only recognised international organisation for philately. The Secretary promised
to convey the views of the membership to our delegates to the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain.
The business of the meeting ended at 3.20 p.m., after which Mr. Handford gave a display of the
second part of his zemstvo collection. The feast of treasures included many complete sheets and large
blocks seldom seen today, as well as covers of great rarity.
The 107th meeting of the Society was held at 41, Devonshire Place, W.l., on 25th October, 1969.
In Dr. Casey's absence, Mr. R. P. Knighton presided. Fourteen other members were present
and two welcome visitors, Mrs. Joseph and Master Allan Cuell. Dr. Casey, Mr. Roberts and Mr. Ashford sent apologises for absence.
On the proposition of Mr. Droar, the minutes of the last meeting were accepted as read.
Arising from the minutes, the Secretary emphasised the need for members to inform the Packet
Superintendent of their holiday arrangements.
Secretary's Report. Mr. Lloyd reviewed the progress in our efforts to organise a joint meeting
with the Soviet Philatelic Society. Arising from this report it was proposed to form a sub-committee
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to pursue this idea, with Mr. H. Norwood as convener.
It was agreed that the Secretary should receive the sum of £10 annually for out-of-pocket expenses.
The following applicants for membership were submitted for formal election:
MR. R. V. HUBBARD, 10, George Crescent, Riddings, Derby.
MR. JOHN H. HIND, 1629, Sacramento, Berkeley, C.A. 94, U.S.A.
Excbmgc Packot Suporinte:ndont's Re:JOrt. Mr. Kellaway said that during the long interval since
the last meeting six packets, total value £1,477, had been put into circulation and six packets had been
broken up, with total sales of £512.
Journal. In Dr. Casey's absence, Mr. Lloyd read the report. The Editor apologised for delay
in appearance of the Journal. He expressed a wish to see more contributions from stamp collectors
rather than postal historians to achieve a balanced Journal.
Any Other Business. The policy of entering the Journal in the Literature Class at National and
International Exhibitions was endorsed. On the proposition of Mr. Droar, seconded by Mr. Knighton,
Dr. Wortman ;was made an Honorary Member of the Society as a token of appreciation of his 33 years
of service to the Society.
After the business of the meeting members displayed Air-Mail stamps and covers.
The 108th and Annual General Meeting of the Society was held at 41, Devonshire Place, W.1.,.
on 7th February, 1970.
Dr. Casey presided, with 18 other members present. Apologies for absence were received from
Messrs. Handford, Eades, Benns, McIntyre, Lyamnenko, Tann, Roberts, Hartley and Page.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read.
Secretary's Report. Mr. Lloyd described 1969 as a very successful year, with Journals Nos. 42
and ;1,4 both published. He reviewed the displays given by members during the year and said that a.
growing interest in the Society was evident, 12 new members having been enrolled during the year. He
asked for the following applicants for membership to be formally elected :
L. A. KOLOT, 51 Yarnolds, Shurdington, Cheltenham, Glos.
V. N. OZOL, 38, Harris Street, Guildford, 2161, Sydney, Australia.
N . PAVLOV, 90, Whitehall Street, Footscray, Victoria 3011 , Australia.
J. R . HARTLEY, "Lynton," 15, Ratten Lane, Hutton, Preston PR4 51E.
T. PAGE, 95, Thornlaw Road, London, S.E. 27.
Treasurer's Report. Mr. Joseph told the meeting that the accounts showed an excess of expenditure over income. The cost of producing the Journal increased with every publication. Payment of
overdue subscriptions would balance the loss.
Exch-lnge Pack0t Superintcnd0nt's Report. Mr. Kellaway reported that 12 packets had been
circulated during the year and sales had reached a total of £865, resulting in a net profit of £66/11/- to
the Society.
Press Secretary's Report. Mr. Norwood said that his reports on the Society's activities had
appeared in the philatelic press. He then reviewed the work of the sub-committee set up to consider
a joint meeting with the Soviet Philatelic Society. Mr. Bojanowicz and Dr. Casey commented on the
possibility of making exploratory contacts with Soviet delegates to F.I.P.
Journal. Though the situation was much improved, the Editor pointed out that he was very
short of contributions. On the other hand, it would strain the Society's resources to produce more than
one Journal a year unless a cheaper medium of publication was found . The question of accepting.
advertisements to help defray costs was deferred to the next meeting.
Librarian's Report. Mr. Combridge told the meeting that an index for B.J.R.P. and the Rossica
Journal had been prepared by Mr. Freyman. He then went on to say that he wished to resign his post
and asked for a volunteer to act as the Society's Librarian.
Any Other Business. The B.S.R .P. had joined with friends in the China Philatelic Society to hire
a room at the Hand and Flower Hotel near Olympia for the evening of 19th September. This would
be a meeting-place for members and friends of both Societies attending Philympia, particularly overseas
and out-of-town visitors.
Election of Officers. Mr. J. Lloyd succeeds Dr. Casey as President. Other Officers for 1970 are :
Vice-President: Mr. A. S. Waugh; Secretary: Mr. J. Lloyd; Treasurer : Mr. R. L. Joseph; Exchange
Packet Superintendent: Mr. W. G. Kellaway; Press Secretary : Mr. H. Norwood; Research Superin. tendent: Dr. R. J. Ceresa; Journal Editor : Dr. R. Casey.
The committee members were elected en bloc, except Mr. Knighton, who expressed a wish to stand
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down after 19 years in office. Mr. D. Mushlin filled the vacancy.
While the business of the Annual General Meeting was taking place, the Judges, Mr.
G. B. Drennan and Mr. M.A. Bojanowicz had been assessing the entries for the Annual Awards. Their
decisions were as follows:
Stibbe Rose Bowl. This Award for original research went to Dr. A. H. Wortman for a display
on postal functions of the telegraph offices.
Buchanan Cup. This was awarded to Dr. R. Casey for his entry of Caspian ship mail.
Ceresa Literary Award. Judges for this Award were Messrs. D. Mushlin and W. E. Stephen,
who picked Dr. A. H. Wortman as the winner for his article "Ship Mail on the Volga and Kama Rivers."
Bojanowicz Trophy. This was not awarded because no entry satisfied the rules.
A vote of thanks was accorded the judges for their services.
The 109th meeting of the Society was held in the boardroom of the British Philatelic Association,
Strand, W.C.2.
Mr; Lloyd presided, with 11 other members present.. Apologies for absence were received from
.Dr. Casey and Messrs. Kellaway, Knighton, Baillie, Roberts and Norwood.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as read.
Our only junior member, Master Allan CueU, was congratulated on winning the Basildon Philatelic
Society's Junior Trophy. .
The following applicants for membership were submitted for formal election:
MR. KAY HELLMAN, TKY 11 D 52, Otaniemi, Finland.
DR. HEINRICH IMHOF, D-5921 Weidenhausen 10, Neb Berleburg/Westf., West Germany.
DR. SVEN FAGERHOLM, Langtraskvagen, 7-9, Dalsvik, Finland.
MR. W. E. WENTWORTH, P.O. Box 762, Cocoa Beach, Pia. 32931, U.S.A.
In the absence of the Exchange Packet Superintendent, Mr. Lloyd read a short report from Mr.
Kellaway. Since the last meeting three packets had been circulated, total value £715. Four packets
had been broken ur,
total sales £379. The meeting was reminded that it was a condition of insurance
1
that only paid,up members could receive the packet.
Owing to increased .professional commitments Dr: Casey felt obliged to give up the Editorship
1
of the Journal and appointment of a successor was discussed at length.
After the business of the meeting Mr. Lloyd displayed a selection of sheets from his collection
,of Imperial Russian stamps and covers, including hitherto unknown and unrecorded items.
REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE

DAS FEHLENDE GL/ED.

Sven Fagerholm (Helsing/ors 1969) £2; 66pp. plus 2pp. illustrations.

"The Missing Link" is ·an odd title for this well-produced book written in German with a Finnish
.and short English introduction. It deals with Finnish cancellations on Russian -stamps from 1901-1918,
the period during which Russian stamps were compulsory franking for mail from Finland going abroad
and the earlier period when Russian stamps were valid as well as Finnish. These are the "missing link"
in any collection of Finland. He is right, for some reason these cancellations have not been generally
much sought after.
The author gives very complete statistics of the considerable number of items he has found and
has tabulated them according to the stamps on which they occur. That he has been able to find such
a large and varied selection is a very creditable feat since it cannot be much easier to find them in Finland than in any other country as all the mail ended up abroad. He lists about 150 of the straight-line
village type but there must be considerable scope for new discoveries in this section as this rev:ewer
finds he has no less than five unlisted out of the few he has. There are also nearly a thousand other cancellations listed.
The lists alone should prove of the greatest use to any collector for icentifying obscure or incomplete cancellations, especially of the village type on loose stamps whe~e only pa-t of the name is showing.
The two pages of illustrations show some attractive items inctudihg cancellations on Romanov
and Charity stamps, but it is a pity that one is printed in reverse and another occurs twice, one on each
page.
A. H. W.
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THE JOURNAL OF THE ROSS/CA SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 16-11, 1969. Edited
by Andrew Cronin, Box 806, Church Street Station, New York, N. Y. 10008, U.S.A.
As pointed out .by .Kurt Adler in his Presidential Message published in the latest edition of the
Rossica Journal, the fortieth anniversary of the Rossica Society gives much reason both to reflect and
to rejoice. The dedicated work of E. M. Arkhangelsky, A. A. Chebotkevich, and, of course, Dr. Gregory
B. Salisbury, is remembered, and has resulted in the continuance of a Society of which Rossica members.
can justly be proud.
Prominent amongst the contributions to the latest 109-page issue of the Rossica Journal are
"The 1918 Control Labels in the M. V. Liphschutz. Collection" by A. Cronin; "Report on Sofia'69" a
most interesting personal account on this truly International Exhibition; also written by the Rossica
Editor; a description of two covers in the collection of Sam Robbins under the title "Som:e Cancellations of Vladivostok" which is particularly well illustrated. Barrie Evans raises some intriguing questions.
in «Problems of Russian Philately 1908-1917," the author claiming that philatelic material of these years.
vies in interest with the post-revolutionary period 1917-23. In some less obvious ways he could. be
right! Thanks to John Lloyd there is a full page illustration of the Imperial P.O. notice concerning:
the 1914-15 War Charity stamps. As the Editor points· out, the notice must be the prime source and
reason for the "OBRAZETS" (Specimen) overprinted ;Sta.Qlps of this issue. Kurt Adler contributes
an interesting article on the 1955 North Pole-Moscow. overprints. including descriptions of originals
and forgeries. Edith M. Fau1stich, who has a special interest in the postal arrangements of the Allied
Intervention Forces in Siberia, has written a !fetailed account of mail from the Canadian Siberian Expeditionary Force, originally published in the "Postal History Journal" (Jan. 1968), and this is now reprinted
in the current "Rossica" Journal. The article running to 30 pages, is profusely illustrated, and
an al::solute "must" for anyone interested in the subject. E. Marcoviteb writes a five page article
on Zemstvo Posts and succeeds in including a good· many facts .which are not generally known. His.
description of the successive Zemstvo catalogues arn;l handbooks is particularly interesting. A translation, by Kurt Adler, from the 1916 Russian postal guide, about methods of despatching mail is likewise valuable information. It is most interesting to learn that most Imperial P.O.'s (apart from Petrograd, Moscow, and certain others) were open only during the hours of 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. Doubtless
many of us will commence looking for cancellations dated New Year's Day; "the first day of Easter";
25th March; 6th December; and 25th December, all dates when P.O.'s were closed!
The translation of a report on the 40th anniversary of Rossica, a.rtd the Interpex Exhibition, by
R. Polebaninor makes interesting reading, particularly some notes on -a cover bearing adhesives of the
Georgian "Levant" issue, which this reviewer is most anxious to take up and expound on at length.
From the Russian magazine "Filatelyia SSR" comes an article "Paper Money of Mongolia and TannuTuva" by Yu. Pakhomov. Kurt Adler has also found time to pen a most fascinating account of a cover
he bought in Paris bearing a 10k. "Kitai" overprint on vertically laid paper. In a word, this article
tells us just what stamp collecting is all about!! Delicious!! Jacques Posen writes on "Printing Varieties
of Soviet Air Labels"; and Fred Speers discusses Soviet First Flights between 1922 and 1930, giving a
useful chronological list and a map.
Kurt Adler again commits himself to paper to write an important Addenda arid Corrigenda to
previously published information on the first definitive issue of U.S.S.R. ~ Cecil Roberts suggests that
collectors might care to form forgery collections of Ukraine tridents, and emphasises how useful these
can be.
Miroslav Blaha (a Czech collector) contributes an article on the postal history of Eastern Slovakia
from 1939 onwards; whilst the indefatigable Kurt Adler writes some interesting paragraphs on a boxed
"BEZ. PLAT" marking found on Imperial covers of the 1870's, sometimes thought to have been associated with the Russian Field Post in Rumania during the 1877/78 Russo-Turkish War. The well-known
Bulgarian philatelist D. N. Minchev describes a cover emanating from Eastern Roumelia in 1880, to
which is added some interesting additional notes by the Editor, Andy Cronin.
Edward J. Wisewell Jnr. gives some useful pointers in identifying characteristics of the l000R.
"Plain" wrangel surcharge, supplementing a booklet written by the late Bill Kethro and this reviewer
some (gulp) twenty years ago. Let us hastily move on to record that the article which follows, by Dr.
G. Wember-reprinted from Schweizen Briefmarken Zeitung is thematic background material on the
Russian novelist Nikolai Gogol, to accompany the 40K. value of the 1959 U.S.S.R. Famous writers'
issue. Sam Robbins describes a further cover from his collection, this time a Levant cover from Mitylene, posted just before the outbreak of W.W. I. "Notes from Collectors"-always an interesting contribution, and "Book Reviews" complete another indispensable addition to our shelves.-P. T. A.
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